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Citrate synthase (CS) of E. coli is strongly inhibited by the binding of NADH to an
allosteric site distinct fiom the enzyme's active site. Previous chernicd modification and

mutagenesis studies have implicated a reactive cysteine, C206 as k i n g at or near the
allosteric site. This thesis details an attempt to clarify the location of the allosteric site
using the photoafinity label 2-azidoATP. Electrospray ionization time-of-flight mass
spectrometry (EST TOFMS), and capillary electrophoresis interfaced with mass
spectrornetq were wed to map the locations of photolabel incorporation in
unfractionated tryptic digests of CS. Although several putatively labeled peptides were
noted the best candidate was a peptide of mass 1666.8Da,which could aise fiom one or
both of tryptic fragments Tl 7 (1 146.48Da, conesponding to residues 168-177) and T1516 ( 1 147.68 Da, corresponding to residues 158-167). Both of these peptides are

structurally close to C206.
Mass spectrometry was also applied to the study of several other characteristics of E.
coli CS previously examined by more conventional means. Chemical modifications

targeted at the two reactive sulfhydryl groups of CS were mapped in unfractionated
digests by matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) TOFMS.
proteolysis of CS by =sin

Limited

and subtilisin was monitored by ES1 TOFMS. An

unexpected result of these expenments was the ''all or nothing" breakdown of CS, with
the production of mostly small peptides and very few large intemediate proteolyhc
fragments. The behaviour of the subunit equilibriurn of CS in the presence of an

allosteric activator was dso studied using ES1 TOFMS.

Finally, the results of undergraduate project course work carried out on two aliostenc
site mutants and the manner in which these results relate to those previously obtained for

other CS mutants, are also discussed.
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Introduction

An Introduction to Cieate Synthase
Citrate synthase (EC 4.1 -3.7) catalyzes the condensation of oxaloacetate (OAA) and
acetyl coenzyme A (acetyl CoA) as s h o w below:
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The reaction is believed to take place in the manner of an ordered bisubstrate reaction,

such that oxaloacetate binds first to CS, followed by acetyl CoA. The reaction produces
citryl CoA as an intermediate, which is then hydrolyzed to give citrate and CoA.

This is the first reaction of the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, which as an amphibolic
pathway produces botb energy (ATP via NADH and FADH2) and biosynthetic
intermediates (as s h o w in Figure 1). When facultative anaerobes such as E. coli derive
their energy via fermentation instead of oxidation, a non-cyclic variation of the TCA
cycle provides the biosynthetic intermediates a-ketoglutarate and succinyl-CoA (Figure

2). In addition, it is dso the fint reaction of the glyoxylate shunt, a pathway found in
bactena, yeasts, plants, and certain invertebrates which branches fiom the TCA cycle and

allows them to use acetate as a carbon source (Figure 3). CS is in a position to control
the entry of carbon into these three pathways.
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Figure I : The tricaiboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, with enzyme nama shown in italics.
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As a ubiquitous enzyme from a key metabolic cycle, CS h m a wide variety of both

higher and lower organisms have been isolated and studied. Thus far, al1 have been

found to consist of identical subunits of approximately 48 000 D a The 12 arnino acids
identified by crystal structure studies and site-directed mutagenesis (e.g. Remington et
al., 1982; Zhi et al., 1991 and references therein) as playing a role in substnite recognition

and catalysis are reasonably well conserved across al1 h o w n CS (Henneke et al., 1989).
Based on their physical properbes and the manner in which their activity is regulateâ, CS
have k e n classified into three groups (Weitzman & Jones, 1968). Citrate synthases from
eukaryotes, Gram-positive eubacteria, and the archaea are dimenc, having molecular
weights of around 100 000 Da. These "small" CS are isostencally inhibited by ATP. By
contrast, the CS of Gram-negative eubacteria form hexamers of around 250-280 000 Da,
and are allostencally inhibited by NADH. This class of "large" CS is fûrther subdivided

along the lines of bacterial physiology.

In sîrict aerobes, such as species of

Pseudornonas, NADH inhibition of CS activity is relieved in the presence of low

concentrations of AMP, whereas no such relief is observed in facultative anaerobes like
Escherichia cofi. This difference is rationalized by the dependence of mikt aerobes on
the TCA cycle, making it a logical location for a response to lowered energy levels

(signalled by AMP) to be initiated (Weitzman & Jones, 1968). Facultative anaerobes
possess altemate methods of glucose catabolism (eg: glywlysis), and so increasing AMP
levels may signal more efficiently to another pathway.
The crystal structures of dimeric CS from pig heart (Remington et al., 1982; Wiegand
et al., 1984; Karpusas et al., 1991), chicken kart (Liao et al., 1991), Pyr0coccusfirriosu.s

(Russell et al., 1997). Thermopfasm ocidophilm (Russell et al., 1994), and the
6

psychrophilic Antarctic bacterial strain DS2-3R (Russell et al., 1998) have been
determined. In general, CS subunits are largely a-helical, and organized into a large and
a srnaIl domain. The active site lies in the clefi between the two domains, and requires
amino acids fiom both subunits of a dimer to be complete, such that when subunits are

paired in an antiparallel fashion there are two active sites per dimer. The pig and chicken
CS structures are available in both two different conformations of the dimer s h o w in
Figure 4. The ''open" conformation corresponds to unliganded CS, whereas the ''closed"
form is found in the presence of Co& and substrate. Analysis of these two structures
found that the difference between thern can be accounted for by an 18.5" rotation of the
srnaIl domain relative to the large domain (Remington et al., 1982). Thus it appears that

a large conformational change is induced upon binding of substrates to CS, and is
required for catalysis.

Isoform of CS
Several organisnis have more than one CS gene, raising questions as to the structural
differences between these CS enzymes with regards to their regulation and their roles in
metabol ism.

Saccharomyces cerevisiae expresses both a mitochondrial and a

cytoplasmic CS, which are believed to participate in energy production and glutamate
synthesis, respectively (Rosenkrantz et al., 1986). Two CS genes, cifA and citZ, have
k e n identified in BuciIIus subtilis. where citZ encodes the major dimeric CS, and citA
expresses lower levels of a less active CS (Jin & Sonenshein, 1996). The role of these
two CS is thought to be tied to the growîh phases of B. subtilis, but this is still under
investigation, as cifA and cil2 demonstrate overlapping patterns of expression.
7

Figure 4: Space-fifting mode1 of the eukaryotic (pig and chicken heart) CS dimer as
determined by X-ray crystallography.
a) Open (unliganded) conformation
b) Closed (substrate bound) conformation
~

c
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Multiple forms of CS have also been found among Gram-negative eubacteria,
providing exceptions to the "large" and ''small"

CS classifications.

Species of

Pseudornonai can contain both large NADH-sensitive CS 1 and small NADH-insensitive

CS II, but in some species, only CS 1 or CS 11 alone is expressed (M~tchell&Weitzman,
1983). It is believed that CS 1and CS II arise fiom different genes, as they have different

amino acid compositions, kinetics, irnrnunological properties, and N-terminal sequences
(Mitchell et al., 1995; Mitchell k Anderson, 1996). The N-terminal sequence of CS TI
shows greater similarity to that of a small dimeric CS of a Bacillus species (27%) than to
CS 1 of P. aemginosa (-6%).

Where both CS 1 and CS II are present, the pattern of

expression has been found to relate to the growth phase of the cells (CS 1 mainly in
exponential phase, CS II in stationary phase) and the carbon source available (CS 1 h m
growth on glucose, CS II fiom acetate-grown cells) (Mitchell et al., 1995). Mitchell has

raised the possibility that these two forms of CS p!ay both catalytic and structural roles in

a multienzyme complex of TCA cycle e-es

in P. aeruginosa (Mitchell, 1996).

Several mutant E. coli CS obtained fiom phenotypic revertants of a CS mutant were
found to display the dimeric structure, NADH insensitivity, and ATP inhibition tbat are
characteristic of the small e q e (Harford & Weitmian, 1978; Danson et al., 1979).
Similar results have been obtained in revenion midies of CS fiom P. aeruginosa
(Mitchell et al., 1995) and Acine~obacteriwofi (Weitzman et al., 1978). Specuiation
about a second, NADH-insensitive CS of E. coli encoded by a separate gene arose when
it was discovered that one of the small mutant CS fiom a reversion study was in fact
irnmunologically different fiom the wild type enqme, md had a diRetent N-terminal
sequence (Patton et al., 1993). With the release of the complete E. coi1 genome in 1997
9

(Kroeger & Wahl, 1997), the presence of a glu\-like gene was demonstrated (A. Ayed,

persona1 communication; Gerike et al. 1998). This second CS showed approximately
30% homology with the seqwnce of the primary, NADH-sensitive CS of E. col& with

conservation of key active site residues, and also possessed very weak CS activity.
However, the second CS was induced in the presence of propionate instead of king
constitutively expressed (Textor et al., 1997). Its primary function was as a methylcitrate
synthase participating in the degreûation of propionate to succinate and pyruvate via 2-

methylcitrate. Nonetheless, the level of sequence and key arnino acid conservation
between the two enzymes suggests that they might have a common evolutionary origin.
Analogues of other TCA cycle enzymes such as aconitase and fumarase have been fond
to catalyse the same or similar reactions as their parents under different metabolic
conditions (Patton et al., 1993).

One rapidly expanding area of CS research is the isolation and characterization of

archaeal CS. dl of which have so far k e n found to fa11 into the "smali" category. As
with other studies comparing enzymes fiom mesophiles and the archaea with specially

adapted phenotypes, these results could shed light on the functional significance of

certain CS structural elements. information regarding archaeal CS might also assist with
constructing a phylogenetic tree of CS evolution. For instance, an interesting relationship
was demonstrated by Gerike et al., who discovered that two thermophilic archaeal CS

showed up to 40% xquence homology with the second, NADH-insensitive CS of E. coli,
and that both exhibited low levels of methylcitrate synthase activity (Gerike et al., 1998).
10

Escherichia coli CS
As previously mentioned, the CS of E. coli is a hexameric enzyme regulated in an

allosteric fahion by NADH. The glrA gene, which encodes the protein, was seqwnced
in 1983 (Ner et al., 1983), and the majority of the amino acid sequence was reported a
year later (Bhayana & Duckworth, 1984). The complete sequence of E. coli CS is found

in Appendix 1, as part of a sequence alignment with CS sequences h m other
representative organisms. The insertion of the glrA gene into a multicopy, drug-mistant
plasmid (pHSgltA, and later pESgltA) allows for the production of relatively large
amounts of pure CS (Duckworth & Bell, 1982).
The E. coi; CS subunit has a mass of 47 887 Da and consists of 426 amino acids (afier

removal of the N-terminal methionine residue during pst-translational processing).
Unti l recently, no crystal structure was available for any of the "large" hexameric CS, and
the only available mode1 for E. colt CS was based on the dimeric pie CS subunit

(Duckworth et al., 1987). As shown in Figure 5, the putative E. coli structure consists of
20 a-helices and a short section of anti-parallel f3-sheet organized into a smdl domain
(helices N-R)and a large domain (helices A-M, S-Tand P-sheet).
Very recently, preliminary crystal structure data has k e n obtained for the E. coii CS

hexamer (H.W. Duckworth, persona1 communication). The struchue, a trimer of dimea,
is shown in Figure 6a.

SMALL
DOMAIN

Figure 5: Mode1 of an E. coli CS subunit, based on that of pig hcart CS. Twcnty alphahelices and one section of anti-parallel beta-sheet are organized into hvo domains, large
and small. Active site residues are show as filled in circles. Filled in squares denote
residues contributing to the active site of the other subunit of the CS dimer. A red dot
represents C206, a marker for the allosteric site. Doubly shaded regions have greater
than 50% h o m o l o ~with pig CS, singly shaded regions hâve between 25 and 50%
homology, and unshaded regions have less than 25% homology.

lrre

6: Structure of the E. coli CS hexamer
a) Preliminary X-ray crystal structure, consisting of a trimer of dimers (red, blue,
and green) surrounding a central void
b) X-ray crystal structure showing al1 six C206 residues enlarged in blue.
c) Electron micrographs of Acinetobacfer iwofti hexameric CS in the absence
(left) and presence (right) of NADH (Rowe & Weitzman, 1969). These show
essentially the same structural arrangement as in 6a).

Regirlaîion of E. coli CS
The first CS to be isolated and characterized was fkom pig hem. This enzyme (and

other dimeric CS) showed strong inhibition by ATP in a manner cornpetitive with afetyl
CoA (eg: Jangaard et al., 1968 and references therein). Weitzman discovered that E. coli
CS was inhibited by NADH instead of ATP (Weiîzman, 1966a). The effect was strong,
such that 100 pM NADH was sufficient to eliminate virhially al1 CS activity, whereas 20

m M ATP was required to reduce enryme activity to 25%. The inhibition was also very
specific for NADH, as no inhibition was obsewed for NAD+,NADPH, and NADP+.
The presence of acetyl CoA was observed to decrease the level of NADH inhibition.

Weitzman thus proposed that NADH, as a proâuct of the TCA cycle and high energy
level indicator, was the feedback inhibitor of E. coli CS.

Allosteg and the Regulrrtion of E. coli CS

Allosteric enzymes are those whose activity is regdated through the reversible, noncovalent binding of certain ligands at sites distinct fiom the active site. Such proteins are
generally multimeric, and, according to the Monod-Wyman-Changewr theory of allostery
(Monod et al. 1965), can exist as two possible States in equilibrium as show below:

The T, or Taut state is the inactive form of the protein, while the R or Relaxed state
represents the active fom, to which substrates, for example, bind with greater affinity.

The identical subunits interact with one another in a cooperative fashion, such that when
subunit conformation is changed to the R state by the binding of an activating molecule,
the shift from T to R state occurs for al1 subunits in a wncerted fashion.

Early snidies of the NADH inhibition of E. coli CS inàicated that this was likely an
allosteric process (Weitzman, 1966b;Weitzman, 1967). The inhibition was found to be

pH dependent, as the degree of NADH inhibition obxrved rapidly decrrosed when the
pH was n i i d above 7.5. This was a different pH dependence than the bell-shapd curve

of the effect of pH on CS activity, which showed that the opiimal pH for CS was 8. The
addition of KCI not only eliminated NADH inhibition, but also stabilized îhe enzyme
against urea and heat denaturation at 55OC, based on measurements of activity. Faloona
and Srere (1969)later determined that this effect was not limited to K+,but that other

monovalent cations could also increase CS activity to a lesser degree (N&+> ~ a >"Li '
=

(CH3)4N+). Using the model of sllostery proposed above, as a negative allosteric

effector, NADH would bind to the T state, while KCI would stabilize the R, or active

form of CS. The fact that at low or nonexistent levels of KCl, enzyme activity is Iow,
acetyl CoA binding curves are sigrnoid, and inhibition by NADH is favored suggest that
in its purified form, E. coli CS is in T state (DuckWorth & Tong, 1976). The allosteric
nature of the NADH inhibition of E. coli and P. aernginosa CS was confirme- by
Harford and Weitzman (1975) using mutiple inhibition studies. The same paper alsr,
concluded that the inhibition of pig and Bacillus megafarium CS by A ï P and
bromoacetyl CoA was isosteric (cornpetitive with substrate).

It was also observed that a-ketoglutarate, another TCA cycle product and a

homologue of oxaloacetate, could inhibit E. coli CS, with a Ki of approximately 60 pbl
15

(Wright et al., 1967).

Other ketoacids and TCA cycle-associateci

biosynthetic

intermediates (eg: pymvate, phospboenolppvate, glutamate, aspartate, isocitrate, and
a-ketovalerate) did not inhibit the enzyme even at a concentration of 5 rnM.

As

inhibition by a-ketoglutarate was reversed by addition of KCI, and by raising the pH, it
was initially proposed to be an allosteric inhibitor too (Wright et al., 1967). However,

this theory was iater disproved. Talgoy and Duckworth (1979) suggested that because aketoglutarate failed to strengthen NADH binding to the enzyme in the presence of either

KCI or acetyl CoA, it could likely not act to stabilize the T-state as NADH did. Most
convincingly, Anderson and Duckworth (1988) found that in two active site mutants of
CS, the lowering of oxaloacetate binding afinity was minored by a loss in a-

ketoglutarate binding atfinity. This suggested that inhibition by a-ketoglutanite was in
fact the result of cornpetition for the oxaloacetate binding site. It was proposed by both
of the above studies that the observed loss of this inhibition in the presence of KCI could
be due to a KC1-initiated conformational change in the enzyme which would increase the
specificity of the oxaloacetate binding site for the substrate aione.

Conformational Changes and the RegufationofE. coli CS
As the majorïty of CS are found in dirneric form, and residues From both subunits of

the dimer are required to fom the active site, it wuld be postulated that the basic active

unit of CS is the dimer. In fact statistical analysis of limited proteolysis of the dimenc
and hexarneric enzymes has demonstrated that the hexarner does indeed behave as a
trimer of dimers (Else et al., 1988). It is reasonable to assume that the subunit contacts

between these dimers, a feature absent in the small NADH-insensitive CS could play a
role in the allosteric nature of large CS.

By using equilibriurn centrifugation, and dimethylsuberimidate cross-linking of CS
subunits, Tong and Duckworth (1975) demonstrated that over a wide range of low to high
pH values, E. coli CS formed mixtures of monomers and aggregates, ranging up to
decamen, except at pH 9, when only dimen were observed. There did not appear to be
any preference or trend towards one particular form. However, upon addition of 50 m M
KCI at pH 7.8, this random mixture was replaced by a dimer - hexarner equilibrium,

which was then converted to hexarner alone in the presence of 100 mM KCI. A similar
effect was observed using mass spectrometry, which showed increasing amounts of
hexarner formed when CS was titrated with increasing arnounts of NADH (Ayed et al.,
1998). Thus it would appear that the NADH-bound T state and KCI-activated R state of

E. coli CS are both hexameric.

Electron microscopy of hexameric CS fiom

Acinetobacter IwoB (see Figure 6c) also showed that the average observed diameter of

the hexamer molecules decreased in the presence of KCI and increased in the presence of

NADH (Rowe & Weitzman, 1969). It remains to be detemined if there are in fact two
confomationally different hexameric forms of E. coli CS.

Acetyl CoA and the Regulation of E coli CS

The iink between AcCoA and the allostenc properties of E. col1 CS has been shown in

several ways. Firstly, and most importantly, the presence of the allostenc activator KCI
decreases the KM of this substrate, and converts its saturation curve fiom sigmoid to
hyperbolic, whereas the saturation cuve of oxaloacetate remains hyperbolic with and
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without K I , indicating that this substrate likely biads to both T and R states equally well
(Weitzman, 1966a; Weitzman, 1966b; Fdoona & Srere, 1969; Anderson et al., 1991).

The potential synergy between KCl and AcCoA in stabilizing the R state was
demonstrated by the observation that whïle levels of KCl capable of eliminating NADH
inhibition (0.2 M) still allowed binding of the inhibitor to the enzyme with a KD of 11
j
A
f
,the

combinaiion of 0.1 M KCI and 2 rnM AcCoA also abolished NADH binding

(Duckworth & Tong, 1976).
Mutagenesis studies of CS helped to M e r define the relationship between allostery
and AcCoA (Anderson & Duckworth, 1988). The deletion mutant A(264-287)CS, was
missing residues 264 to 287, and as such a part of the AcCoA binding site. Acetyl CoA
was stiil able to inhibit NADH binding to the mutant enzyme as well as to wild type CS,
indicating that it was possible for this substrate to interact with both the active and
allosteric sites of CS. Nonetheless, three mutants of the AcCoA binding portion of the
active site also affected the allosteric equilibrium.

F383A CS appeard to destabilize

both T and R states to some extent, witb the T state k i n g favored. (Anderson et al.,
1991). In contrast, H264A and D362A were found to favor the R state (Pereira et al.,
1994). These results indicate that there is also a link between the changes at the active

site and the observed properties of the allosteric site.

Characterization of Adenyla~Biriding fo the Alloste& Site
Quantitaion of the enhancement of NADH fluorescence upon binding to E. coli CS
allowed Duckworth and Tong to calculate a KD of 1.6

0.1

for the binding of NADH

to CS at pH 7.8 (Duckworth & Tong, 1976). At this pH, the nurnber of NADH binding
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sites per subunit was found to be approximately 0.5, m d n g tbat only one NADH per
dimer was required to inhibit the enzyme. As expected both the affinity of CS for NADH
and the number of available NADH binding sites decreased (nom 0.65 to 0.25) as the pH
was raised fiom 6 to 9. KCl and acetyl CoA also weakened

W

H binding, but the

presence of acetyl CoA did not reduce the numkr of available NADH binding sites.
Kinetic d y s i s of the mass spectra acquired by Ayed et al. (1998) showing the
hexamerization of CS as titration with NADH progressed revealed three types of NADH
binding - a tight specific binding of six NADWhexama (KD = 1.1
non-specific interaction of 12 NADHhexarner (KD = 155
speciflç interaction of 2 NADH/dimer (&

= 28.3

* 0.2 pM), a weak,

* 19 pM), and a weàk, non-

* 3.4 pM).

The dissociation constant

for the tight, specific binding of NADH is similar to that obtained by the fluorescence

method. Whether the weak binding of NADH is real or an d f a a produced by the
electrospray ionization process is unknown (Ayed et al., 1998).
Characterization of the binding of other adenylates to CS was also studied by
fluorescence methods. The adenylates were placed in cornpetition with either NADH, or
the tluorescent label 8-anilino-1-naphthalenesulfonate(ANS) complexed 16 CS (Talgoy
& Duckworth, 1979). The results frorn this study are presented in Table 1. Essentially it

was found that while the selected adenylates could bind CS and block the binding of

NADH, the majority acted as activators, and not inhibiton of enzyme activity. One

exception to this trend was 3'-AMP, which could conceivably interact with the 1CoA binding site as an analogue of this substrate, and wmpetitively inhibit CS activity.

Such observations suggest that the features of NADH which define its abilities as an

Table 1: Characteristics of the binding of adenylates to fi. coli citrate synthase.
Compound

KI, for binding to
CS (vM)
.

NADH
NAIN
NADPH

NADP+
3'-AMP

2'-AMP
5'-AMP
ADP-ribose
ATP
2',S'-ADP
3',5'-ADP

.

Concentrationo f
cornpound testai

(mM)

*

1.6 0.3
1100î200
53 5
IcHH)k300
65 4
260 30
83 5
ISO* 10
46* 5
160 20
68 7

*
*
*

*
*

O.1
I.O
1.O
I .O
1.O
1.O
1.O
1 .O
1 .O
I.O
1 .O

Rcactionvclocity*
relative to control,
no KCI
0.03

Reaction velocityb
relative to contrd,

0.1 M KCI
0.95

4.1
2.4

ND

2.8
O.54
1.5
3,8

ND

M)
0.60

ND

ND
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1.28

2.3

4.7

ND
1.O1

4.8

1.O5

Adapttd from Talgoy & Duckwonh, 1979.
ND = not dciermincd
'Reaction vetocitics werc deiennined using the standard CS assay (Srcre a al., 1963) with the
concentration o f acetyl CoA reduced to 20 PM. NADH is most effstive at inhibiting the enzyme at low
lcvels of acetyl CoA, and it was hoped that this would ôetter dlow for the tffects of the denylitts on CS
40 bc dcicnnined.
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Figure 7: Smictures of somc adcnylates capable of binding to E. coli CS.
a) NADNADH
b) Acetyl CoA
c) ATP

inhibitor mide in the Ncotinarnide portion of the molecule, as the adenine ring
to be a feature generally recognized by the alloneric site (see Figure 7).

Implication ofo Cysîeine Residue as PQHof flic AUosterk site
Studies on the pH dependence of the photo-oxidation of E. coli CS in the presence of

photo-sensitive dyes Methylene Blue (cationic) and Rose Benga) (anionic) suggested the
involvement of a cysteine residw during NADH inhibition (Danson & Weitzman, 1973;
Weitzman et al., 1974). Weitzman observecl that the decrease in both CS activity and
NADH inhibition above pH 8 corresponded to the pH where the sulfhydryl groups of

cysteine would begin to dissociate (Weitzman, 1966b). Modification studies of the
enzyme using th01 reagents provided additional evidence, as derribed below.

Treatment of E. cdi CS with either Nethyl-maleimide or HgC12resulted in the loss of
over 90% of enzyme activity, a condition which wuld be partially reversed by the

addition of KCl (Weitzman, 1966b). No activity loss was reported when the enzyme was
incubated with these reagents in the presence of KCI. The sarne author also reported

inactivation of CS (and reactivation by KCI) when modified with 5,s'-dithiobis-(Snitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB; also known as Ellman's reagent). This reagent targets the
reactive hi01groups of cysteines as shown in Figure 8a The nitrothiophenolate (TNP)
anion released upon modification of the cysteine has an absorption maximum at 412 nm

(extinction coefficient

=

13 600 M' c d ) , and so can be quantitated by absorption

spectroscopy.
Danson and Weitzman (1973) found that DTNB modified two cysteine midues per
subunit in E. col^ CS in a timedependent manner, which resulted in a loss of both
22

DTNB

DPDS

Protein

TNP

Rotein

P4T

Mixed DiSulfide

Mixed Disul fide

Figure 8: Reactions of thiol reagents with the sulfhydryl group of cysteine.
a) Reaction with DTNB
b) Reaction with DPDS

enzyme activity and NADH inhibition. One cysteine was obxrved to be more rapidly

modified than the other, resulting in an initial loss of up to 50% of CS activity. Slower
modification of the second cysteine wmpleted the inactivation, and produced
insensitivity to NADH inhibition.
However, a later study disputed these findings, deterrnining instead that only one
cysteine per subunit of E. coli CS was reacting with DTNB (Taigoy et al., 1979).

Funher, while this modification desensitized the enzyme to NADH inhibition, no loss of
activity was observed. There was also no sign of the initial rapid phase of sulniydryl
modification reported by Danson and Weitzman. Talgoy et al. reported that reaction of
CS witb 4,4'-dithiodipyridine (DPDS), another thiol reagent similar to DTNB (see Figure
8b) did show modification of two cysteines, as opposed to one reporîed by Damon and
Weitzman. More interestingly, loss of both enzyme activity and NADH was observed.
Overall, these results suggested that there is a cysteine residue either at or near the
NADH binding site, but there is another cysteine which was involved in an indirect

marner in CS activity.

Idem~cationof C2O6 as a Marker of the AIlostenc Site

Modification of CS with photo-oxidative dyes, DTNB,and DPDS had implicated a
single reactive cysteine as being at or near the binding site of NADH. An important
breakthrough in the search for the allosteric site was the identification of this residue as
cysteine 206 (C206), by reacting the sulfhydryl group with monobromobimane, and usïng
this fluorescent tag to pick out the appropriate peptide fiom a cyanogen bromide digest
(Donald et ai., 1991). This result was confimed by Edman degradation of the peptide.
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At the time, the pig heart mode1 of the CS subunit indicated that C206 was likely on or
near the surface, ktween the J and K helices of the large domain and 25 to 30 A h m the

active site (Figure 5). Later experiments with chimeric CS compsed of interchanged
large and small domains fiom the E. coli and Acinetobacier anitrafum enzymes

demonstrated that the entire NADH binding site was containai within the large domain
of the CS subunit (Molgat et al., 1992). The current version of the hexameric E. coli CS
crystal structure shows C206 to be located near the contact points between dimm (Figure
6b).
As with the other chernical modifications of C206, the reaction of 1,1,1-

trifluorobromoacetone (TFBA) with CS, as s h o w in Figure 9, resulted in the loss of
NADH binding without loss of CS activity (Donald et al., 1991). Interestingly, later m a s

spectrometry experiments also showed that TFBA-modified CS

cari

only f o m dimers

(Ayed, 1998; Ayed et al., 1998), perhaps, in light of the new crystal structure, due to

physical hindrance of the interactions of the dimers necessary to assemble the hexamer.
This fact was not known when '% NMR was used to rnonitor changes in the environment

of TFE3A-labelled C206 during titration with the allosteric activator KCI (Donald et al.,
199 1). These N M R spectra showed two distinct peaks, whose individual areas graduaIly

changed as the titration progressed while maintaining the sarne total area. This change in
the environment of C206 was interpreted as k i n g the result of the structural changes

undergone by CS when the allosteric equilibrium shifts from T to R state.

Site-Directed Mut&genesis of Ptrtorivs AUoaric Slte Residircs

Once C206 was established as a marker for the allosteric site, it was possible to
examine the sumounding area in the enzyme by sitedirected mutagenesis. An alignment
of NADH sensitive and insensitive CS shown in Figure 10 demonstrates significant
differences between the two main classes of enzyme in this particular region of sequence.
It has been pomilated that these différences might reflect stnictuxal features necessary for
W

H inhibition of CS, assurning that such featwes would not be found where they

were not in operabon (ie: in non-allosteric CS) (Anderson, 1988). Thus, a co-requisite
for the selection of amino acids for the following mutagenesis studies was that these
residues should be conserved in ailostenc CS only.
The first three allosteric site mutants produced were C206S, E207A, and a double
mutant of both (Donald et al., 1991). As expected, al1 three mutant CS showed greatly
weakened NADH binding, as well as altered substrate affinities and higher KCl
activation ratios. The 1

NMR expriment was performed on TFBA-modified forms of

9 ~

the mutants. The weak signal obtained for C206S was expected of an enzyme lacking the

reactive sdfhydryl group which was typically modified by TFBA. The peak shiA

observed with wild type CS was not observed for the E2074 a result which seemed to
indicate that this mutant was naturally found in the active R state. This theory was
strengthened by the increased rate of reaction of this mutant with DTNB, something
which usually occurs in wild type CS in the presence of KCI.
The next allosteric site mutants to be examined were sdected on the basis of some

cornmon features of NAD' and FAD binding sites in other enzymes (Eklund et al, 1976;
Biesecker & Wonacott, 1977; Birktoft a al., 1982; Anderson, 1988). Arginines were
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previously found to form key ion pair interactions with the pyrophosphate portion of
NAD in certain cases, so the consewed arginine residues predicted as k i n g stmcturally
closest to C206 were replaced with leucines. Unfortunaieiy, mutants R188L, R2 17L,

R22 IL, and R2 17/R221L (double mutant) showed no changes in NADH binding and

cornpetitive inhibitor a-ketoglutarate (Andenon, 1988).
Sternberg and Taylor (1984) obsewed a G-X-G-X-X-G motif (X=any amho a d ) in
alignments of NAD and FAD binding sites fiom glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase, lactate dehydrogenase, alcohol dehydrogenase, gl utathione ductase,
and phydroxybenzote hydroxylase. Anderson (1988)observed that h i l e the allosteric

CS do not wntain this exact motif, a sornewhat similar sequence of G-X-P-X-X-X-P
(residues 181-187) is found in the same region as C206. In the original motif, the glycine
residues serve primarily to hold the local conformation of the cofactor binding site in

such a manner that sprcific hydrogen bonding and charge iiiteractions with NAD or FAD

are favorable (Sternberg & Taylor, 1984; Wierenga & Hol, 1983). Proline is a residue
which, by virtue of its rigid imino ring side chain, is capable of inducing certain structural
limitations (Williamson, 1994) which might also serve to define and maintain the
allosteric site of CS. Prolines 205, 208, and 213 were thus suggested as candidates for
mutagenesis, and mutants P205A and P208A were constnicted, purified, and kinetically

characterized (Ye, unpublished tes&).
A second look at

the structural features surrounding C206 led to the selection of tem

amino aLids consrrvrd mung the allosirn'ç CSs which at that timr (based on the pig CS

subunit model) were believed to be either at or near the enzyme surface, and capable of
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forming hydrogen bonds with NADH (Hacking, unpublished results). These residues

were Y82, Q99, Hl 10, Tl 11, K177, Y186, N189, D190, Y193, and NI%. Of this kt,
both Y 186A and Dl 90A mutants were constnicted and purified.
The mutants P205A, P208A and D190A demonstrated hyperbolic saturation curves

for both substrate binding and KCI activation (Hackui& Ye, unpublished results). Steady
state kinetics in the presence of 0.1 M KCI show that, as with C206S, they bind OAA
considerably better than wild type enzyme, and al1 except P205A show enhanced AcCoA
binding as well. It has been postdated by Ye (persona1 communication) that this could

indicate greater surface exposure of the active site in these mutants. When considering
NADH inhibition, the PZ05A mutant, like C206S, shows slightly lessened responsiveness
to KCI activation, and virtually no

NADH inhibition P208A, by contxast, is more

sensitive to both inhibition by NADH and activation by KCI, a strong indication that it

may play a role in the ailosteric site (Ye, unpublished results). A fluorescence study of
NADH binding to D190A gave a Ko for the enzyme-NADH complex of 3.3 pM, as

compared to the wild type value at the sarne pH of 1.9 IiM, demonstrating a weakened
ability in the mutant to bind the allosteric inhibitor.

Table 2 sumrnarizes the

characteristics of the best studied allosteric site mutants, and Figure 11 shows their
locations in the new crystal stnicture of hexarneric E. coli CS.

Table 2: Summary of the kinetic characteristics o f some allosteric site mutants of CS

KAcCOA'

Ki02

Km KCI

KCI Act. Ratio
K~NAI>II
Max. % NADH

16* 3

250*43
O *
57*9

27k2
87*23
12*2

Slk7
68*21
33*28

280125

200310

6 5 ~ 3

125*S

330*16

l5f4
64*6

380 140
82 k 15

6

0.66
O.%

8.0 0.6
87

120*20
33 7
28 4

*

68*9
5758
48*6

140îlûû

37*9
39ûî9û

20*3

392 3

6736

1.5IO.4
95 î 3

1432
92*5

*

170A60

Inhib.
'Measured in the prescnce of O. I M KCI

WTCS, C206S, E207A, C206StE207A data from Donald et al, 1991
P2OSA and P208A data fiom Yc, unpublished resulis
D190A and Y l86A data frorn Hacking, unpublishtd results
Dita not available

*

63

*

97 31
60I22
+

'
O

Figure 1 1 : Enlargement of the central portion of the preliminary crystal structure of
hexameric E. coli CS, showing the positions o f residues involved in mutational studies of
the allostenc site.
Yellow = C206
Orange = E207
Red = P205, P208
Green = Y i 86
Blue = Dl90
Purple = RI 88, R2 17, R22 1

Photoaflnity Labeling
The basis of any type of aninity labeling is essentially that there is sufficient flexibility
in the characteristics of most ligand binding sites on a biological molecule to ac~eptthe
natural 1igand derivatized witb sorne specific chemical1y reactive group. These groups
tend to be electrophilic in nature, and so limit the ability of the label to bind to targets
which do not exhibit overtly nucleophilic character, such as some regdatory or allostenc

sites. In addition, the reactive lifetimes of these labels tend to be relatively long, leading
to nonspecific labeling. Organic solvents may be required to keep the chernically
modified ligand in solution.
One alternative to classical affinity labeling is called photoaffinity labeling.

Photoafinity probes consist of the desired ligand or substrate to which a photoreactive
group is attached. When exposed to a short burst of W light (typically on the order of

several minutes), these groups f o m h i m y reactive, short-lived intermediates which
proceed to covalently link the ligand to the nearest available structure, theoretically

regardless of its chemical nature (Figure 12). Thus the specificity of ligand-binding site
interaction is combined with a method of nonspecific linkage.
In a standard photoafinity labeling study, HPLC or SDS PAGE is used to separate
peptides fiom a proteol*~ digest of the modified protein. The peptide(s) bearing the
photolabel are typicaHy identified by a radioactive tag incorporaîed into the probe.
Several different proteolytic enzymes producing senes of overlapping peptides con k

used to narrow d o m the region of the modification. Confirmation of identity of the
labeled residue can then be obtained by arnino acid sequencing.

revemibk binding

exposure of label
to UV light
(activation)

reaction of activated
label with receptor

Figure 12: The basic photoaffinity labeling reaction Initially incrt, the probe is fint
allowed to bind to a specific site on the rcceptor molecule. The photoreactive group (P)
is thcn cleaved by bricf exposurc to ultraviolet light, producing a highly rcactive species
(P*) which indixrîminrtcly forms a covalent linkage ktwccn the ligand and sucrounding
residues of the binding site.

Since the 19703, photoafiaity labeling has been usad to study a wide vafiet' of
biological molecules, including the active and regdatory sites of enzymes, rmpton,
transport proteins, protein-nucleic acid interactions, and antibodies (Chowdhry &
Westheimer, 1979). The photoactive nature of the reactive group means that the binding
characteristics of the aflinity label can be established prior to covalent linkage. This
ability to activate the reactive group of the aninity label at will also circumvents the
problems previously encountereâ with efforts to identifi recepton within molecular
assemblies such as membranes.
Photoafinity labeling was introduced as a technique by Westheimer and his

CO-

workers in 1962 (Singh et al., 1962), who demonstrated the photolysis of
diazoacetylchymoûypsin with UV light to produce a reactive carbene group.
Unfortunately, carbene precursors often suffer fiom chernical instability and tended to
undergo reanangement reactions when photolyxd (Guillory & Jeng, 1983). Aryl &do
labels, introduced by Fleet et al. in 1969 give aryl nitrenes upon photolysis with W light,

which are less prone to rearrangements when reacting. In addition, this latter group of
photoaffinity probes can be photolysed at wavelengths above 350 nm, which is outside
the range typically darnaging to most biomolecules. It shouid be noted that greater

photoincorporation eficiencies for both carbene and nitrene type photolabels still occurs
using activating light at 254 nm (Bayley & Knowles, 1977). As the photoaffinity labels
used in this thesis work were of the iuyl azide type, the focus of this section will be

narrowed to concentrate on this class of nitrene precursor.

TlIe Chenijchy of Pkotm~rri(ry
Lobcling
Nitrenes are very short-lived reactive groups (although slightly longer lived than
carbenes), which allows thern to covalently link to the target site at rates similar to that of
the ligand interaction (Guillory & Jeng, 1983). However, while the basic concept of

photoaffinity labeling with nitrenes is quite sttaightforwatd, the actual photocbernical

mechanism is complex and not well undentood. Photoreaction products have k e n
shown to depend not only on the substituent groups of the aryl &de, but also on the type

of W light source used (Guillory & Jeng, 1983; Bayley & Knowles, 1977). The singlet

nitrenes typically produced by pbotolysis have an electrophilic character, and will
preferentially insert into O-H or N-H bonds, while the less reactive triplet nitrenes formed
by intersystem crossing from the singlet state tend towards insertion into C-Hbonds, and

hydrogen abstraction reactions forming fiee radicais (Bayley & Knowles, 1977). There is

evidence to suggest that insenion of a singlet nitrene into the target molecule would be a
faster process than conversion to the triplet state (Guillory & Jeng, 1983). Figure 13

shows some typical reactions of the aryl nitrenes.

One of the cornmonest types of arylazido photoafinity probes used to study nucleotide
binding sites are the 8-azidopurines. These probes are thought to be conformationally
shified about the N-gl ycosidic bond fkom anti to syn, which wuld reduce their affinity for
the binding site architecture ( C m e c k i , 1984; Kim & Haley, IWO). The Zizidopurine

analogues retain the anti conformation, but can undergo reversible tautomerhtion to two
nonphotoreactive tetrazole isomers, as shown in Figure 14. The position of the azidotetrazolo equilibrium in a labeling solution has bem shown to be dependent on the pH,
temperature, and polarity of the labeling reaction solvent (Czarnecici, 1984).
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R*, N-H->
R*'

R-N-N&,
H
R'

Figure 13: Some typicai rcactions of nitrmes.
a) Insertion into a single bond to give a secondary amine.
b) Cycloaddition to a multiple bond to give a three-memkrcd imine ring.
C) H y d q e n abstraction to givc two Free radicals which then couple.
d) Addition to nuclcophilcs.

Figure 14: Tautomerization of a tazidopurine photoaninity label.
A = 2-aridoadenosine S'triphosphate
B = tetrazolo 15, 1 - b] adenosine tautorner
C = tctrazolo 11.5 a] adenosine tautorner

-

-

Erpen'me&

Design Cansi&riias

For al1 the advsntages of photoaffinity labeling, there are a number of potential
problems of which the experimenter must be aware. Key arnong these are low yields of
photoincorporation, nonspecific and pseudophotoaffinity labeling, and u n c d n t y in
identification of the covalent modification.
The rnost obvious cause of low rates of photoincorporation is the label itself, wherein
the &do

group might be expecîed to increase the binding constant for a particular

receptor. OAen, it is found that one type of photolabel is favored over another (e-g. 2and 8-azidopwines), and this information rnay even serve to help define the binding site.

Though the Ntrene group is described as being indiscriminate in its reactivity, certain

functional groups seem to react more eficiently, depending on the azido probe in use,
although this daim is based purely on accumulated experimental obsewations (Bayley &
Staros, 1984). Simply increasing the concentration of photolabel in the cxperiment
usually increases the amount of nonspecific labeling (Bayley & Knowles, 1977;
Czarnecki et al., 1979), and so for cases of low levels of photoincorporation, multiple
rounds of labeling with saturating concentrations of probe are preferable.
Nonspecific photoiabeling is more of a problem with wealcer binding interactions
(binding constants on the order of IO-' to 10" M) and longer lived reactive groups which

may diffuse in and out of the binding site several times before foming a covalent bond, a

phenomenon called pseudoaffinity labeling (Chowdhury & Westheimer, 1979). There

are several control expriments prformed as part of any photolabeling sîudy to
determine the specificity of label incorporation. Labeling may be perfomed in the
absence of activating light to demonstrate the stability of the probe, and increasing the
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arnount of probe should result in saturaîion of the targeted binding site. The level of
nonspecific photoincorporation cm be judged by comparing the results of photolysis in
the presence and absence of the natuni1 ligand, which should pro-

the binding site fiom

labeling.

If nonspecific labeling is a problem, scavengers may be added to destroy unbound
probe and prevent it fiom binding to other locations on the rnolecule (Figure 15).
However, care must be taken that they do not unnecessarily lower specific
photoincorporation M e r , and in cases where ligand afEnity for the target site is already

weak, they may be of little use (Bayley & Staros, 1984). Compounds that have been used

as scavengers include P-mercaptoethanol, dithiothreitol, Tris, hydroquinone, p
aminobenzoic acid, and gaminophenylalanine.
Another approach to eliminating nonspecific labeling is to protect the target receptor
with the natural ligand, modi@ as many other sites on the rnolecule as possible using

nonradioactive photolabel, remove the natural ligand, and then proceed with radioactively
tagged photolabel (Guillory & Jeng, 1983).

A nolysis of Labeled Proteins and Peptides

Theoretically, locating the incorporated photolabel in a mixture of proteolytic peptides
should be straightforward, even if the exact nature of the final photoproduct is not

predictable. in addition to detection of radioactivity from the label, the electrophoretic

and chromaîographic mobilities of the peptides bearing the modification tend to differ

fiom their unrnodified wunterparts (Bayley & Knowles, 1977). If there is a certain
amount of flexibility or looseness in the interaction of probe and target site, or if a free
40

UV irradiation

0 photoaffinity label

cf

activated photoamnity label

O scavenger
Fi gwe I 5 : Photoafflnity labl ing in the absence (1) and presence (ïï) of a savenger.
bry. & *S.
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radical species is produced by photolysis, there may not one, but several proteolytic
peptides bearing the modification (King

a al., 1991). It is then up to the investigator to

reconstruct the conformation of the binding site based on this information.

The most senous difficulty is when no modification can be detected. An obvious
explanation for this might well be that levels of photoincorporation are tw low.
However, it is also possible that labeling did occur, but was loa during analysis of the
sarnple. There are conflicting reports as to the stability of the photoinserted bonds. For
instance, it has been noted in the literature that some of these covalent bonds are stable to
cyanogen bromide treatment, whereas others are cleaved (Bayley & Knowles, 1977;
King et al., 1991). Haley found that the insertion of 8-&do cyclic AMP into membrane

proteins was stable to both acid and boiling treatments, and States that "We have found
nothing that will remove photoincorporaîed, covaiently b o n d label without also
destroying the primary protein chain." (Haley, 1977).
Another expenmental finding is that typical reversed-phase HPLC conditions can
result in loss of photolabel, such that many groups using p h o t ~ a ~ n i labeling
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switched to using immobilized metal affinity columns and lower flow rates for separation
of proteolytic peptides (Chavan, 1996; King et al., 1991; Salvucci et al., 1994). The work
described in this thesis atternpts to circmvent this problem, and also avoid the larger
amounts of protein and photoprobe required for HPLC seprations by using m a s
spectrometry to examine unfractionated digests of photolabeled CS.

Mass Spectrometry and the Study of Proteins
The development of MALDI (matrix assisted laser desorpion ionization) and ES1
(electrospray ionization), two "sofl" methods of ionizing biological molecules fim
introduced in the late 1980's (Karas & Hillenkamp, 1988; Fem et al., 1989), has led to a
great increase in the usage of mass spearometry (MS) in biological reseach, particularly
in the study of proteins and peptides.

S a e e Prtparaîiion and lonization

In MALDI, the protein or peptide solution to be analyzed is mixed with a matrix,
which then crystallizes when layered and dried on a solid support (the target). The
analyte is thought to be embedded in the surface of the cqstals.

When laser light

(ultraviolet or infiareci) is applied to the crystals, the result is a plume of ionized sample
and matrix (Figure 16). While the exact mechanism by which ionitation murs is still

debated, it is believed that the matrix assists in the process by keeping analyte molecules
wdl separated, and by absorbing the laser light energy and transmitting it to the sample.
It may be necessary to test a number of matrices and matrix solvents in order to

optimize the ionization of a sample. Typical matrices for ultraviolet lasers (eg: N2lasers
ernit at 337 nrn) include sinapinic acid, acyiuio-4-hydroxy-trameinnamicacid, and 2,sdihydroxybenzoic acid. Glycerol is a cornmon matrix for infiafed MALDI. Solvents in
which the rnatrix is dissolved (usually at saturating levels), can inclu& varying
percentages of acetonitrile, methanol, acetone, and smdl amounts of acids such as

mass analyzer

n
sample and matrix ions

CO-crystallized
sample and matrix
laser

target

Figure 16: Diagram of a rnatrix-asisted laser desorption/ionUation (MALDI) source.
Laser light (infiared or UV) is focwd on a metal target coatcd -Atha crystalline mixture
of sample and matrix

trifluoro- or trichloroacetic acid. Several methods also etrist for the layenng and drying
the matridsarnple mixture onto the target.

Biological buffer components such as salts and detergents are usually present in far
greater concentrations than the actual proteins or peptides to be analyzed, and so are
largely removed pnor to mass spctromeay lest their ions swamp the signal of the

intended analyte. Such impurities can also form multiple adducts with the analyte itself,
producing peaks in the specaum which are broder and poorty resolved Nonetheless,
MALDI is more toleram of b a e r components when compared to ESI, which requins

samples to be virnially free of salts and detergents, and in either an organic-based solvent
or a low concentration of a volatile buffer such as ammonium bicarbonate or ammonium

acetate.
An ES1 source consists of a charged needle, through which a solution of proteins or

peptides is infwd. When this solution passes through the needle tip, a cloud of tiny,
highly charged droplets is formed (Figure 17). The needle can produce either positive or

negative charging, depending on the polarity of the applied electric field. Proteins are
usually analyzed in positive mode. As the droplet cloud is drawn into the high vacuum
intemal region of the mass spectrometer, it passes through a flow of hot Nz gas, which

produces desolvated ions of the analyte. These ions can then be analyzed by their m a s
to charge ratio ( d z ) . This ratio tends to be lower for ions produced by ESI, which are
generally more highly charged than those produced by MALDI. instead of one or two

peaks, then, an ES1 spectmn of a potein ion will contain a charge "envelope", or

distribution of multiply charged forms of the protein. A mathematical prognun is used to
'deconvolute" the envelope into a single peak representative of the ion. Another notable
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Figure 17: Diagram of an electrospray ionization (ESI) source. Liquid simple is applied
through the charged needle to produce a cloud of charged droplets. As the droplets are
drawn into the mass spectrometcr, they are desolvated by passage through a region of
heatcd nitrogen m.

feature of ES1 MS is that non-covalent interactions are conserved in the ionization
process, allowing for the midy of protein complexes. This is not the case with MALDI,

although it has been recently reporied that under certain

carefully controlled

circumstances, non-covalent complexes can be seen in MALDI spectra (e.g. GruicSolvuj et al., 1997, and references therein).
Finally, an alternate ion source for ESIconfigured mass spectrometen mentioned in
this thesis is the nanospray source (Wilm & Mann, 1994)- which involves the use of an

ultrafine capillary in place of the standard elatrospray neeàle. The two key advantages
of this source are the requirement for Iess sarnple than ESI, and the ability to use sample
buffers of higher concentration. Unfortunately, the narrow capillary opening means that
it clogs more easily.

Two of the rnoa popular mass analyzers for ions produced by MALDI and ES1 are

time-of-flight (TOF) and quadruple analyzers. A TOF analyzer separates ions as they
pass down a high vacuum region of set length within the mass spectrometer and collide
with a detector. Assuming that al1 ions are given the sarne initial kinetic energy when

accelerated into the flight tube, separation occun on the basis of the m/z ratio such thai
the larger the ratio, the longer the flight time. Theoretically then, TOF mass analyzers

should have an unlimited mass range. Calibration using proteidpeptide standards such as

substance P, bovine insulin, myoglobin, and bovine serum albumin ailows for translation
of TOF data into rn/zratios. Two types of TOF analyzers ex&: Linear, in which the
flight path is straight and in one direction, and reflecting, where ions in flight are
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reflected off an eiectrostatically cbarged surface ("mirroi') and ùack towards a detector,
increasing the length of the flight path and compensating for energy difierences between

ions.
Quadruples are bundes of four rods, el-catly

insulated fiom each other. Each

diagonal pair carries either DC (direct current) or RF (radio fiequency) potential. As ions
pass down the space at the center of the quadruple, the potentials in dl four rods are

increased u n i f o d y until a given time, and then reduced to zero again. This process, or
mass scan, is repeaîed, to give oscillating hyperbolic potentials on the inside surfaces of
the quadruple. The quadrupole thus acts as a mass filter, where the balance b ~ e e RF
n

and DC potentials in the quadruple detennines which ions rnay pass through to the

detector, and which collide with the rods and are neutralized. This balance can be
adjusted to select for a wide or extremely narrow range of m/r

However, most

cornmercially available quadruples have an upper m/z limit in the region of 4000, which
means that they cannot handle some larger biomolecular compIexes.

The resolution obtained Rom a mass spectrometer is strongly influenced by the
method used to introduce the ion clouds produced by MALDI or ES1 into the high
vacuum imer regions of a TOF mass analyzer. A TOF analyzer is a pulsed system,

injecting packets of ions into the flight tube by the application of a set accelerating
voltage at regula. intervals.

There are many energetic and kinetic factors to be

considered in this process, and what follows here is an extrerne simplification of the
primary problem encountered and some solutions.

The ion clouds fiom MALDI and ES1 tend to be diffuse, wntaining ions with a wide
distribution of velocities and positions within the cloud. When this
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1s

injected directly

into a ?OF m a s analyzer, the ions are then starting their journey down the flight tube

from slightly different positions, velocities and energies, although

the acceleraa'ng

voltage applied is the same for all. Collisions which occur as the ions are king

accelerated M e r widen the velocity spread of the ion cloud The result is variations in
the actual fiight times within an ion packet, and so reduced molution in TOF mass

spectrometers where such direct, or "axial" ion injection is used.

in MALDI mass spectrometers, a technique called delayed extraction or time-lag
focusing is used to circumvent this problem. The ion cloud is allowed to drift in a field
fiee region prior to the application of the accelerating pulse, and the resulting expansion

of the plume along the axis of the applied potentiai means that ions receive this voltage in
proportion to their position along the plume.

This adjustment thus compensates

somewhat for the spread of ions within the injected cloud, and increases resolution.
Another method of increasing spectral resolution is orthogonal injection, where the
ion cloud is injected into the high vacuum region of the instrument along a plane
perpendicdar to the flight path. The ions arrive in a field fiee ion storage region defined
by two parallel plates producing a narrowed ion packet.

The application of the

accelerating voltage fiom the bottom plate means that the ions in this packet are then
extracted into the TOF tube al1 relatively at the same time (for fidl review see Ens &

Standing, 1999).
Further improvements to resolution may be obtained by focusing and slowhg down
the ions before the injection process. This can be achieved by passing the ion cloud as it
exits the ion source through a quadrupole called a collisional cooling ion guide. As

previously described in this section, the balance of RF and DC fields in the quadruple
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serve to filter and focus the ion beam, white collisions between ions and collision gas
molecules within the quarlnipole slow the ions down ("collisional coolîng"). The end
result of these two processes is a Danower ion beam which is then injected into the rnass
spectrometer.

Application of Mars S p e c t r o m to P l a d n BiuchenUStg
High accuracy mass detemination by mass spectrometry has found many applications

in the analysis of proteins and peptides.

The presence of certain pst-translational

modifications such as phosphorylations and acetylations, alterations to the pnmary
structure of a protein (e.g. amino acid deletionsladditions/substi~ionsby sitedirected
mutagenesis), and the identity of a protein can k confinned by c o m p i n g the theoretical
and observed masses. Modifications can then be located using peptide mapping This

involves enzymatically or chemically digesting the protein into specific peptides, and
lwking for variations in these peptide masses from the expected masses calculated from
the unmodified sequence. Once a potentially modified peptide is found, it can be

sequenced either by conventional means (generally peptide isolation by liquid
chromatopphy followed by amino acid sequencing), or directly by a m a s spectrometer
able to c a q out MSMS. In the latter case, the digest is fint injected into the mass
spectrometer, and peptides ~paratedby m/z by the mass analyzer (typicaily a
quadruple). This is the fint MS stage. The modified peptide sought is selected fiom the
digest mixture by careful adjustment of the I X and RF voltages of a second quadruple
in the injection path. The peptide is then passed into another quadrupole where it is
hgrnented by wllisions with gas molecules.
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Finally, the resulting fragments are

separated by mir in another mas andyzer (quadruple or TOF). This is the second MS
stage. Knowing that peptides will fiagrnent stage-by-mge in a certain manner, the

sequence can then be rezonstructed fiom this final mass spcaimi. Any deviation in the
pattern of expected peptide fragments thus represents the location of a modification and

confirms the type of modification. MSMS also has the advantage of k i n g able to
sequence past N-terminally blocked peptides, unlike conventional amino acid analyzers.
As mentioned briefly above, ES1 (and possibly MALDI) MS can maintain noncovalent interactions such as protein-protein, protein-ligand, and protein-DNA
interactions. Certain aspects of protein sauchve and function can thus be analyzed by
MS. One example of such a study already mentioned in the introduction to Citrate

Synthase is the characterization of the CS dimer-hexamer ratios during titran-on with the
allosteric inhibitor NADH (Ayed et al., 1998). By carefbl calibration of the detector's
differing sensitivity to dimer and hexamer, the dimer and hexamer peak areas in the
presence and absence of NADH were w d to calculate binding constants for this ligand.
Mass spectromeüy is also k i n g used to demonstrate changes in protein

conformational states. One cm easily see the difference between native (folded) and
denatured protein by the change in their ES1 charge envelopes. Native protein will
produce a narrower distribution of charge states than denatured protein, as fewer amino
acids with the potential for charging are directly accessible on its surface.

The

conformational changes of native proteins have k e n monitored in a deuterated solvent by
observing levels of hydrogendeuterium exchange (Robinson, 19%).
A current area of great interest is the development of mass spctromeûy systems

capable of dealing with the large numbers of samples generated by proteomic studies,
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where not one, but the entire set of proteins expresscd in a given tissue or organism is
examined (eg Jungblut & Thiede, 1997 and refermces therein). Characterization by

mass of the contents of chromatography fiactions or spots fkom two-dimensionsl gels
allows for faster optimization of initial protein separation and purification. Once a
purified protein sampîe is available, MS is used to determine the masses of peptides
obtained under specific digest conditions (e.g. cyanogen bromide, txypsin, etc.). This
information, and any peptide sequence data (perhaps obtained through MSIMS) is then
fed into databases of enymaticallyderived peptide masses and sequences fiom known

proteins, in order to determine if the protein has been previously isolated, or has any
close sequence neighbon. Rapid, accurate, and efficient determination of protein and
peptide masses by mass spectrometry in proteomic studies is achieved by new rnethods of

low-volume hi@ sampîe throughput (e-g. large MALDI targets containing many sampîes
on one surface), increasing automation of sampling and data analysis, and the coupling of
the mass spectrometer to other separation methods such as liquid chromatography and

capillary electrophoresis to provide an extra "dimension" of sarnple separation.

Thesis Objectives
The original intent of this thesis was to clarify the location of the allosteric site of Ecoli CS by photoaffinity labeling, specifically by using azidoadenosine-type labels. Mass

spectrometry would then be perfomed on unfkactionated proteolytic digests of labeled

and unlabeled CS and the results compared in order to identifi the photolabeled

peptides. It was hoped that the elirnination of separation steps @or to MS of peptides
(e-g. HPLC) would not only simplie the process of mapping photoaffinity labeling of

enryme binding sites, but also limit the loss of photolabel during analysis.
This thesis describes the attempts to map photoaffinity labeling of CS peptides by

MALDI TOF and ES1 TOFMS, using both unfractionated tryptic digests of CS and

nyptic digests piirtially separated by capillary electrophoresis. It also describes the
mapping of certain chernical modifications targeted at the two reactive sulfhydryl groups
of CS.

The usehlness of mass spectrometry in the analysis of E. coli CS as a fcnctioning
enzyme has previously k e n demonstnited (Ayed et al., 1998). Information presented in

this thesis continues to show the utility of ES1 TOFMS in the analysis of certain

characteristics of E. coli CS, including its behaviour in the presence of allosteric
activators, and under limited proteolysis conditions. Mass spectrometry results are then

compared to those previously obtained by more wnventional means.
Finally, the mults of project course work m k d out on allosteric site mutants of CS,
and the manner in which these results relate to those previously obtained for other CS
mutants, are also discussed,

Materials
And
Methods

Purification of CS
The expression plasmid pESgltq bearing the E. colt citrate synthase gene, was
transformed into E. col; strain MOB 154, which contains a stable mutation in the gltA
gene (Wood et al., 1987). The method of expression and purification of citrate synthase
was adapted fiom that of Duckworrth & Bell (1982). Briefly, cells were grown up in 2-3

L of LB broth with 25 pg/ml ampicillin (LBA), harvested by centrifugation, resuspended
in 3 volumes of standard citrate synthase buffer (20 mM Tris-CI, 1 rnM EDTA, 50 m M
KCI pH 7.8), and broken using an Aminco French Press. The l ysate was then centrifuged
to remove cellular debris, and the supernatant was loaded ont0 a 10 x 5 cm diethyl
aminoethyl-celldose (DEAE) anion exchange column equilibrated with standard CS
buffer. Any unbound protein was removed by washing the column ovemight with 2 L of
buffer. An elution gradient of 50 to 300 rnM KC1 was then applied, and fiactions of
approximately 12 mL were collected. The presence of CS in these fractions was
established by assaying first for protein using absorbante at 278 nm,and then for enzyme
activity using the standard CS assay, which is described elsewhere in this chapter. Wildtype CS tended to elute approximately half way through the linear gradient, and
constituted the major protein peak of the elution profile.
Fractions with the highest specific activities were p i e d and concentrated to
approximately 10 mL by either vacuum dialysis using 12 000-14 000 rnolecular weight
cut-off S p e c W o r dialysis tubing or ultrafiltration through an Amicon cell with a YM

100 membrane. The concentrate was loaded onta a t 10 x 4 cm Sephadex G-200 size
exclusion column (separation range 5 x 10)- 6 x 10' ), and eluted with CS buRer into 12
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mL fractions. Once again, protein absorbance at 278 nm and CS activity were used to

establish the elution profile, and fractions of high specific activity fiom the one major
peak observed were pooled and concentrated as before. The final yield of CS was usually

in the range of 50 to 100 mg. The enzyme was concentrated to at least 40 mg/ml, as CS
remains stable for longer periods of time at higher concentrations, and stored at 4°C.
Concentrations were detennined using a molar extinction coefficient of 47 699 M" cm

-'

(Ayed, 1998).

Purification of the CS mutants P205A and Y l86A used in allosteric site studies was as
descnbed above, using the appropnate expression plasmids. Preparation of the deletion
mutant A(264-287)CS and its variations hthe wild type CS protocol has k e n
mentioned in Anderson & Duckworth (1988). The method is essentially the sarne as for
wild type, except that the enzyme assay cannot detect the mutant, as the loss of the key
active site residue H264 within the 24 amino acid deletion destroys the entyme's activity.
The presence of A(264287)CS was instead established by SDS PAGE and Ouchterlony

doublediffusion plates (Ouchterlony, 1953) using rabbit antiserum raised against the
wild type enzyme.

The CS Assay
Al1 assays for CS activity were basad on the method of Srere et al. (1963). The

reaction of OAA and AcCoA catalyzed by CS forms both citrate, and CoASH., whose
fiee suIfhydry1 group can in turn react witb DTNB (in the sarne manner as d e s c n i for
the modification of protein sulfhydryl groups in Figure &) to give the yellow

nitrophenolate (TNP) ion which absorbs at 412 nm. It should be noted that as there is
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generally so little CS present in the assay mixture, the contribution to the nitrophenolate
concentration fiom protein sulfhydryl modification is negligible.
CS activity was recorded as U/ml or pet mg protein, where 1 U is the amount of CS
required to produce 1 pmol of TNP (assumed equivalent to CoASH) in t minute at room
temperature. This value was determined by adjusting the rate of the assay reaction

(A&2/rninute) for dilution and unit conversion factors, and dividing by 13 600 ~ ' c m - ' ,
the molar extinction coefficient of TNP.

Chernical Modification of CS
Photoanniîy hbeüng
Photolabeling methodology was primarily derived fkom a technical bulletin published
by the nowde funct Research Products international (RPI) Corp. (Chavan, 1996). Udess

otherwise indicated, al1 photolabeling of CS was done in 20 mM ammonium bicarbonate
buffer lacking both EDTA and K I , mostly for reasons of compatibility with mass
spectrometry, but also because in certain cases

EDTA and KCI have been found to

interfere with photolabeling (Chavan, 1996). As an activator of CS, KCI also relieves
NADH inhibition of the enzyme, a situation undesirable in a study of the NADH binding

site.
While the azido photoprobes are said to be stable in nomal room lighting (Chavan,
1996), precaubons such as the transport of samples in light-proof boxes, and himing off
as many overhead lights as possible, were taken in order to shield the probes fiom

exposure to light prior to photoactivation with the ultraviolet lamp.

The labels themselves, both radimctive and non-radioactive, were supplied as

triethylammonium sa! ts in absolute methanol and obtained fiom three different
distributors (RPI Corp., Andotek hc., and most recently ICN Phannaceuticals).
Attempts to synthesize 8-azidoATP in the lab using published methods (Haley, 1977;
Czarnecki et al., 1979) were timeconsuming and gave unsatisfactory yields. Diagrams
of 8- and 2-azidoATP, the two photolabels used in this thesis, are s h o w in Figure 18.

Preliminary experiments to characterire &doATP binding to CS required the use of
y "P radioactive photolabels. The labels were aliquotîed into 1.5 mL microfige tubes,

dried down in a Savant Speedvac, and redissolved in a volume of CS solution in 20 m M

ammonium bicarbonate (generaliy 0.4 mg/mL) to give the correct final concentration of
azidoATP. To conserve radioactive photolabel, sorne experirnents used a mixture of
radioactive and non-radioactive label at a known molar ratio. Final volumes of this
Iabeling solution ranged from 2.5 to 5 pi,, containing I to 2 pg of CS. This mixture was

incubated on ice for 2 minutes, and then exposed to UV light fiom a Mineralight R-52G
larnp with the filter removed, at a distance of approximately 5 cm, for the desired length
of time. The sarnples were then immediately mixed with SDS PAGE sarnple loading
buffer (0.3 M TrisCl, 3.6 M 2-mercaptoethanol, 10 % SDS, 50 % glycerol, with

bromophenol blue), vortexed, and loaded onto 8% SDS PAGE gels. As boiling samples

can cause loss of radiolabel (Chavan, 19%), this step in the standard SDS PAGE sample
preparation method was omitted. Electrophoresis was perfonned as per the standard SDS
PAGE procedure.

Figure 18: Structure of the azidoATP photolakls used in this thcsis for photolfnnity
labeling.

Autoradiography was used as a preliminary, qualitative method of judgïng the extent

of photolabel incorporation into CS. The finished gels were wrapped in plastic wrap end
exposed to X-ray film ovemight.
Quantitation of photolabel incorporaiion was dom by liquid scintillation counting of
CS gel bands. Gels were fixed in 25% isopropanoVlO% acaic acid for 20 minutes,

stained for up to three hours with Coomassie brilliant blue in isopropanoVacetic acid, and
rinsed briefly with fix solution. Two standards wntaining 75 to 100 pg of citrate

synthase were nui on the outside lanes of each gel, and showed prominently once stained,
without the need for destaining. Using these visible standards as a guideline, =pie
bands were excised as gel slices approximately 0.5 x 2 cm in size. As controls, one

standard band, and a comparable piece fiom an unused lane were also collected. Gel
slices were immened in 5 mL of Amersharn Aqueous Counting Scintillant, and wunted
immediately in an LKB-Wallac 1215 Rackbeta II Liquid Scintillation Counter. Readings

in counts per minute (CPM)were converted to percent photoincorporation by the
foliowing calculations (Chavan, 1996):

nrnole photolabelled protein = pcifspecific activity of probe on &y of
experiment
% photoincorporation = (nmoles photolabelled CS monomer/nmoles CS
monomer in sample)100

Once the ideal conditions for photoaffinity labeling of CS were established by
preliminary experiments, modification of the enzyme with non-radioactive probe for
tryptic mapping by mass spectror~etryfollowed viitually the same procedure, with the
elimination of the SDS PAGE step. Once it was determined that UV irradiation of CS
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diminished its activity (see Results), both labeled and unlabeled CS samples used in the
tryptic mapping experlments were inadiated alongside each other.
Photoafinity labeling of creatine pbosphokinase used a scaled down version of the
method of Olcott a al (1994). The labeling mixture contained 34 pg of rabbit bnin

creatine kinase (Sigma) in 10 m M NaH2P04,1 rnM MgCI2, pH 7.0 with 5 m M creatine.
The protein was subjected to two-30 second rounds of photolabeling, with either 50 CM
8-azidoATP or 10 phi 2-azidoATP, with the larnp at a distance of 4 cm fiom the sample.

DTNB and DPDS Modification
A reaction mixture of 700 Cri. 20 m M Tris-CU1 mM EDTA pH 7.8 buffer, 100 pL 1 M

KCI and 100 pL of either 1.O m M DTNB or 0.15 rnM DPDS stock in the TrisEDTA
buffer was prepared in a 1 mL spectrophotorneter cuvette. The modification reaction was
started by the addition of 100 @ of 0.12 mM CS stock, and the absorbance at 412 nrn

(DTNB)or 324 nm (DPDS) monitored at two minute intervals for an hour. Careful note
was made of the time lape between addition of CS to the reaction mixture and the start

of data acquisition, and the absorbance readings were extrapolated back to t i m d . By
determining the total change in absorbance since time=O, the molar concentration of
nitrophenolate (TNP) or pyridine4thione (P4T) accumulated at each time point was
determined as the following:

[M]~
= &id13600
,D

where 13600 ~ ' c r n -is' the molar extinction
coefficient of TNP
where l98OO ~ ' c r n "is the molar extinction
coefficient of P4T

Dividing this concentration by the final subunit concentration of CS in the reaction
mixture gives the number of moles of NTP or P4T released per mole of enzyme subunit,
and so the number of modified sulfhydryl groups per CS monomer as a tùnction of time.

#%gMercaptoethanol..Hod~~c~n'on
Wild type CS at 2 mg/mL was stored ovemight at 4°C in 20 m M ammonium
bicarbonate containing 20 m M P-mercaptoethanol, conditions which mirnic the original
serendipitous experiment in this lab (Donald et al., 1998).

TFBA modific~n~on
Wild type CS was dialysed ovemight against 4 L of phosphate buffer (0.02 M
NaH2P04, 0.1 M KCI, 1 rnM EDTA, pH 7.8) in SpectraPor 12 000-14 000 MWCO
dialysis tubing. The dialysate was made up to 10 mi.with phosphate buffer and heated at
37 OC for 5 minutes. 100 pL of 1 M TFBA in acetonitnle was then added, and the

enzyme incubated at 37OC for 1 how. The reaction was quenched with a few crystals of
dithiothreitol @TT), and the solution dialysed ovemight against 4 L of citrate synthase
buffer, or washed directly into the appropnate ammonium bicarbonate buffer for m a s
spectrometry using a Centriwn unit (Amicon) with a 30 000 molecular weight cutoff
(MWC0)-

In a procedure adapted fiom Davies & Stark (1970), a stock of 12 mg/rnL
dimethylsuberimidate OMS) in 0.4 M triethanolamine was prepared, and diluted such
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that when wmbined with an equal volume of 3 mg/mL CS in standard bfier, it gave the

desired ratio @y weight) of protein to DMS. Sarnples were prepared with CStDMS ratios
of 1:4, 1:3, 1 :1, and 3:1, as well as a control containing only CS in an equal volume of 0.4
M triethanolamine. Reactions were then incubated at room temperature ovenùght, and

run on SDS PAGE gels the following &y.

Fluorescence Studies of NADH Binding
NADH fluorescence binding studies were carried out using a meîhod adapted h m

Duckworth and Tong (1976). The experiments were perfonned on a Gilford Fluoro IV
spectrofluorimeter, using an excitation wavelength of 340 nm and an emission
wavelength of 430 nm. The NADH stock used was made fiesh the &y

of the

experiment, and its concentration determined spectrophotometrically at 340 nm using an
extinction coeficient of 6220 ~ ' c m - ' .
A typical experiment was in three parts. The first determined E, the enhancement

factor for bound NADH, and involved measuring the fluorescence of a small known
quantity of NADH, and then titrating this with just enough CS to bind most of the
NADH. The second required value was Ff , the specific fluorescence of 1

fiee

NADH. The values of E and Fr were then used to calculate Fb the specific fluorescence

of bound NADH. Final1y, the fluorescence of a small, hown arnount of CS titrated with

increasing amounts of NADH was determined, and al1 values and concentrations
corrected for volume changes during the titration. These measured fluorescence values
(F) would arise fiom the fluorescence of both bound and fiee NADH such that:

Given that :

These two equations can then be combined and reananged to solve for DJADwr, :

Thus mADHJU, was calculated in this way, and [NADHIaddition of NADH. The ratio of WADHJ-

was determined for every

/ [CS] gave Y, the number of NADH

bound per CS molecule. The Scatchard plot of Y1 pADHJb, vs. Y gave a reasonably
straight line whose dope is -lKo for the CS-NADH cornplex, and whose x-intercept

gave the number of NADH binding sites per CS subunit.

Ptoteoiyîîc Digests of CS
Complete tryptic digests of CS (and other proteins) were generated by combining the
protein at a ratio of 100:1 with TPCK trypsin (Sigma) in 20 m M ammonium bicarbonate.
The digest was then incubated at 37OC for at least one hour (although moa sampla were

lefi ovemight). Digests were tenninaîed either by addition of glacial acetic acid to a final
concentration of 1 to 5%, or simply by fieezing. The resulting mixture of pptides was
then analyzed by eitber MALDI or ES1 TOFMS as descnbed in the following section.

Mass spectrometry was also useà to obtain tirnecmirses of the progms of limited
proteolysis of CS by trypsin and subtilisin BPN (Sigma). Initially, sets of timed digest
wunples were generated in the traditional manner, by removing aliquots fiom the digest
mixture and stopping them with 1-5% acetic acid/50% methanol at selected intervals.
However, a methoci, referred to here as b'online" lirnited proteolysis, was developed in
wllaboration with Lynda Donald, and was found to greatly simpliQ the timecourse
experiment. A small ( G O pL) CS sarnple was mixed with the desired arnount of
proteolytic enzyme and immediately loaded into the injection syringe of the ES1 mass
spectrometer. Thus, proteolysis occurred as the sample was continuously sprayed into
the machine. An addition to the in house T o h a data acquisition software called "Store

and Restart" allowed for spectra to be recorded and automatically saved at set time

intervals. T'us, the progress of proteolysis could be followed minute by minute if
needed.

Mass Spectrometry
As explained in the introduction, protein sampies for mass spectrometry must be
carefidly prepared to eliminate traces of non-volatile buffer components, detergents, and
salts which may form adducts with the analyte and degrade resolution, or rnask the

analyte signal altogether. To thk end, protein samples destined for mass spectrometry,
including CS, creatine kinase, and both trypsin and subtilisin used in certain limited

proteolysis experiments, were washed into fieshly made ammonium bicarbonate buffer
(usually 20 rnM) using either Centricon units with the appropriate MWCO, or repeated

rounds of waterbug dialysis (Onet al, 1995) through Spcaa/Por 12 000-14 000 MWCO
dialysis tubing. MALDI MS is somewhat more tolerant of impurities than ES1 MS, and
various on-target methods exist for M e r "washing" of a sample (see klow). More
stringent procedures were followed for ES1 MS samples, including storage of al1 stock
buffen in plastic raîher than g l a s bottles, to reduce sodium contaminaiion. NADH used
in lim-ted proteolysis experiments was provide as a disodium salt, and so was didysed
three tirnes against 1 L changes of 20 m M ammonium bicarbonate using a waterbug with
500 MWCO S p e c M o r celluiose ester dialysis membrane.

Al1 samples were run on mass spectrometen mnstnicted in the Time-of-Flight lab
under Dr. K.G.Standing in the Department of Physics at the University of Manitoba.
Data was acquired and analysed using Tofha software written in house.
MALDI T O M S of wmplete tryptic digests was performed on two different

instruments equipped with Nzlasen ernitting at 337 nm. TOF II (Tang et ai., 1988) was
operated in Iinear mode with an accelerating potential of either 20 or 25 kV. A detector
delay (typically in the range of 19000 ns) was used to avoid saturating the detector with
low mass ions arising fiom the matrix, and delayed extraction was used to improve

resolution for some samples. Sarnples run on TOF II were prepared on a non-porous
pol yurethane membrane merfield PT63 105,0.002 inch thickness) using the method of
McComb et ai. (1997). Briefly, a small amount (epL) of sample was applied to the

membrane and allowed to dry. Two pL of methanol, which is beiieved to encourage
pmtioning of sample to the membrane, and salts to the solution phase, was then p l d
on the sample spot, and aiso allowed to dry. In many cases the spot was washed with
several 20 pL aliquots of nanopure water to remove excess buffer salts. Maaix, typically
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sinapinic acid in 2:l water/acetonitrile, was then apphed to the spot. The membrane was
glued ont0 an aluminum disk using a thin layer of 3M Spraymomt, trimmed, and placed
into a special MALDI probe. Spectra were first calibrated using an extemal bovine
insulin (5733 Da) standard, and then known txyptic peaks were used to calibrate
intemally.

TOF IV was a modified version of a high resolution hybrid quadrupole (Qq) reflecti-ng
TOF m a s spectrometer described by Shevchenko et al. (1997). Sample analysis on this
instrument was perfomed witb assistance fiom A.V. Lob&

and M. Bmminki. The

accelerating voltage was typically 10 kV. Sarnple volumes of up to 2 @ were mixed
with a matrix solution, applied evenly to the entire surface of the target and allowed to air

dry. Two matrices were wmrnonly used in TOF N experiments - a combination of

salicylic acid and 2,5dihydroxybenzoic acid in 1:1 acetonitrWwater, t % trifluoroacetic
acid (sDHB), and DHB in acetone. Spectra were calibrated e x t e d l y using a mixture of
substance P, mellitin, and enkephaiin.

ES1 and nanospray ionization TOFMS experirnents were pedormed on TOF III

(Verenchikov et al., 1994, Krutchinsky et al., 1995) by A. Krutchinsky and L. Donald.
Calibration was extemal to the sarnple in al1 cases, using the +1, +2, and +3 charge States
of substance P in 1:1 water/methanol with 1% acetic acid.

The T o h software was used to genemte peaklists, detemine peak heights and areas

under peaks, and deconvolute the charge envelopes f o n d in ES1 MS spectra. Peaks
arising 60m complete and partial proteolytic digests were assigmd with the aid of
MacBioSpec v. 1-0.1 (PE Sciex, 1991) and BioMultiView PPC, version 1.4b2 (PE Sciex,
i 998).
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Capillaty Eleetmpkores~4ssSpctmmetq ( C W S )

Online capillary zone electrophoresis ( C E ) of complete ayptic digests of
photolabeled and modified CS coupled to ES1 TOFMS was perfonned by M. McComb
as previously described (McComb et al., 1999). Bnefly, an interface was created to allow
for initial separation of tryptic peptides by CZE, and then analysis of the capillary eluent
by the TOF III mass spectrometer as d e s c n i above. The solvent used for CZE was 1-

5% acetic acid Additions to the Tofina software recordeci and stored both the CE total

ion electropherograrn and the mass spectral data in a more efficient, compressed f o m t

(Ens et al., 1999).

AIlosteric Site Mutants of CS
Preparation ofP205A and YI864
Table 3 summarizes the purification characteristics of

P205A and Y186A in

cornparison to those of a typical wild type CS preparation. Thae results are in generd
agreement with prevïous preparations of these mutants (Ye and Hacking, unpublished
work), except that PZOSA eluted fiom the DE-52 salt gradient much sooner than
expected. This was also true in cornparison to the wild type CS results. The mutant
proteins eluted somewhat later from the G 200 column. The specific activities of the
mutant proteins were found to be lower than wild type CS.
High resolution ESUTOF MS under denaturing conditions (1:1 methanoVwater with

acetic acid) was used to confirm that the correct mutant had been purified

The

deconvoiuted spectrum of P205A has a peak corresponding to a mass of 47 856.4 Da,
which is a change of -27.3 Da from the m a s of the wild type enzyme measured in the
sarne manner (data not shown). The theoreticai m a s difference resu1tir.g from the P to A

mutation is -26 Da- Unfortunately, the mass spectnun acquired for Y 186A CS was of
poor quality, and a m a s cornparison with WTCS was not possible.

Modification of P2OSA and Y186A with DTNB und DPDS

Figures 19 and 20 show the curves resulting from modification of the mutant protein
and wild type CS with DTNB and DPDS. Following a rapid initial reaction with the

enzyme, the arnount of sulfhydryl modification by DTNB and DPDS levels off over the
course of an hour, although an extended DTNB reaction with both P205A and wild type
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Table 3: Cornparison of the purification of wild type, PZ05A, and Y 186A CS
-

l

P205A
Y I86A
Wild type CS

DE-52 fraction of
highest
specific
activiîy
25 ( 1 7 U/mg)
36 (9.1 U/mg)
.
40 (66.4 Ulmg)

--

-

G 200 fraction of
highest
specific
activiîy
61 (28.7 U/mg)
61 (15 U h g )
50 (86.1 U/mg)

Specific acbvity of
final CS solution
6.8 U/mg
16.3 U/mg
35-40 Ulmp
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Figure 19: Modification of wild type and PZOSA CS subunits over the course of one hou
with DTPUi (a) and DPDS (b).
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Figure 20: Modification of uild type and Y 186A CS subunits over the course of one
hour with DTNB (a) and DPDS (b). The sample denoted as "Y186A 016'refers to
cnqme prepared by a prenous student. "Y 186A new" was prepared freshly for these
experirnents.

CS found that even afler 17 hours, levels of TNP (an4 one assumes protein modification)
were still very slightly increasing (&ta

not shown).

Both mutant enrymes showed decreased binding of the thiol reagents relative to that
exhibited by wild type CS. In al1 cases, DTNB modified the wild type CS controls to the
extent of approximately 1 equivalent per subunit as expected (Talgoy et al., 1979), but
after one hour, P205A had bound only 0.37 equivalents per subunit (Figure 19). DTNB
modification of an older sample of Y186A indicated results similar to those obtained
fiom P205A, with the maximum ratio of bound reagent to enzyme king about 0.3
(Figure 20). However, moditication of the Yl86A proiein fkeshly prepared for this study

shows that ratio to be 0.74, which is considerably higher. The reiwn for this discrepancy
might be the age of the first preparation, as protein degradation through denaîuation,
lirnited proteolysis, and oxidation for exarnple, c m occur in stored protein solutions over
time. In light of this, the DTNB modification results obtained with the newer batch of
Y 186A seem more acceptable.

DPDS did not react as well with CS as DTNB, possibly a consequence of the poor
solubility of DPDS in aqueous buf%ersolutions. The wild type CS control itself was only
partially modified (1.49 and 0.43 equivalents) in both trials, as compared to the 2
modifications per subunit expected (Taigoy et al., 1979). Still, both mutants were
modified by DPDS to a lesser extent than the controls (0.89 for P205A and 0.17 for the
older batch of Y 186A).

Mass Spectrometty of CS
In addition to the dimer and hexamer charge envelopes, the ES1 mass spectmm of
intact, native CS at a concentration of 10 ph4 in 5 mM ammonium bicarbonate and
acquired on TOF III usually contained several other features (Figure 21). Small amounts
of tetramer, thought to arise fiom non-specific aggregation of dimers, have been
previously found in CS spectra of older preparations (Ayed, 1998). The unidentified
contaminant of approximately 12 220 Da is believed to be a fiagrnent of CS itself,
possibly fiom limited proteolysis of the enzyme in the ammonium bicarbonate buffer,
which lacks EDTA, a buffer comportent shown to prevent proteolysis of CS (Alex Bell,

unpublished work). However, even CS samples prepared for mass spectromeby on the
same &y as spectral acquisition contained this hgrnent, and repeated passage through

Centricon units with 30 000 MWCO filters failed to remove it.
Sodium (+23) and oxygen (+16) adducts were occasionally seen in spectra of intact
CS samples, but the majority contained a persistent adduct of approximately +324 Da.

Nicknamed the "Centricon adduct", it is now thought to anse fiom the plastics of the

Centricon units (e.g. phthalates), aithough in the past it has been attributed to the mass
spectrometer itself (Ayed, 1998).
Methanol is ofien viewed as a protein denatutant, but CS samples prepared in 25 to
50% methanol showed marked improvemems in their signal to noise ratio, without any

apparent ion mass changes (Figure 22). This efkct has also been observed in TOF IIï
spectra of the Lac repressor protein (Donald et al., 1998b).

96000
m

Dimer
(expccteâ mus: 95174 Da)

Hexamer
(expected mass: t81322 In)

Fi-we 21: A typical ES1 TOF mass specuum of 10 p M wild type CS in 5 rnM
ammonium bicarbonate buffer. Deconvolutions of the dimer ( 1 1 7 to +2 1 ) and hexamer
(+32 to +36) charge envelopes are show with the molecular weights indicated. The
1324 Da adducts typical of CS prepared with Centricon filtration uni& are indicated by
astensks. The other two charge envelopes indicated correspond to tetramer (+27 to +29)
and an unidentified possible proteolytic CS fragment of 12 2 1 1 Da (+5 to +8).

with methanol

Figure 22: Effect of 30% methanol on the ES1 TOF mass spectnrm of 10 pM CS in 5
m M ammonium bicarbonate buffer, acquired under identical instnrmcntal conditions.

Figure 23: Mass spectra of cornpletc tryptic digests of wild type CS acquired on the
following instniments:
A: TOF II (MALDI TOF MS in linear mode with axial sample ion
injection)
8: TOF IV (MALDI TOF MS in reflecting ?OF mode with orthogona1
sarnple ion injection)
C: TOF III (ES1 TOF MS in reflecting TOF mode with onhogoml sample
ion injection)

Three different mass spectrometen were used to study tryptic digests of CS. and
Figure 23 compares the resulting spectra nom TOF II, TOF IV, and TOF III. The m/z

ranges of the spectra are different becaw as explained in the introduction, MALDI rnass
spectra tend to contain primarily singly charged ions, while charges states as high as +4

were observed in ES1 spectra of complete CS tryptic digests. In al1 three spectra, the
signal is tmcated below a certain mir as a result of the detector delay imposed to prevent

strong signals fiom low rnolecular weight impun'ties, buffer, and (for TOF II and TOF
IV) matrix ions from satwating the detector and masking signals fiom the peptide ions.

Another immediately noticeable feature of Figure 23 is the difference in resolution
between the three spectra. Peaks fiom TOF II spectra supplied only average masses with
a resolution of approxirnately 200 for a strong peak such as 2771.2 Da (T34,

corresponding to residues 7-32). Monoisotopic masses couid be obtained fiom TOF III
and TOF N spectra with molutions of approximately 7900 and 6600 (respectively) for

the first peak of the isotopic series fiom a strong signal such as m h = 1265.6Da (TlO,
corresponding to residues 1 10-1 19). Resolution was calculated in the standard manner
by dividing the corresponding nilz of the peak by the peak width at half height. The

higher resolution obtainable with both TOF U1 and TOF N, as explained in the

Introduction, is to be expected fiom instruments which feature reflecting TOF mass
analyzers and orthogonal sample injection Ma a collisional cooling interface. TOF ïi, by
contrast, has a simple linear TOF analyzer, into which ions are extracted directly fiom the
target.
The extensive list of tiyptic hgrnents of CS observed by mass spectrometiy can be
found in Appendix 2. Figure 24 compares the sequence coverage provided by peptides
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Figure 24: A representation of the CS subunit sequence covered by tryptic fragments
indenti fied in representative mass spectra of CS tryptic digests acquired using the TOF II
(top), TOP IV (middle), and TOF II1 (bottom) instruments. Every tenth amino acid is
underlined- Shaded amino aci& are those which were found in the tryptic tiagments
identified in the appropriate mass spectrum. The darker the shading, the greater the
number of times that a particuiar arnino acid or sequence of amino acids was found in
that digest spectnim.

identified in representative WTCS tryptic digests run on the three mass spectrometers.
As can be seen, there is virtually 100% sequence coverage in each case, and the patterns

of ûyptic fragment occurrence, as indicated by degrees of shading, appear to be quite
similar. A large proportion of the peptides arise from the C-terminal region, especially

from residue 291 onward The sipifiance of peptide occurrence and the observed major
sites of tryptic cleavage will be discussed more fully in the Results section dealing with
Limited Proteolysis of CS.
The majority of peptide mapping in this thesis was performed on unfkactionated CS
digests, and the assignment of peaks by mass was complicated by several factors. There
are severai CS tryptic peptides whose masses are essentially the same (e-g. fragment T32
of mass 577.3 1, and fragment T9 of mass 577.33), so these peaks were asswned to carry

a mixture of both ions. As mentioned above, TOF ITI spectra wntained multiply charged
peptide ions, whose charge States were assigned on the basis of m h difference between

adjacent peaks in the isotopic series. For example, if the charge on an ion was +2, the
m a s difference between the adjacent isotopic peaks would be 0.5 U. However, this was
only possible for peaks with good signal to noise ratio, rendenng identification of low

intensity peaks difficult.
Unexpected changes to peptide masses (e.g. oxidation, fragmentation) are another
cornmon hazard of peptide mapping.

The most interesting example of this was

discovered when MS/MS sequencing on TOF N of an assigned tryptic peptide of
1 157.60 Da (T4 1-42, corresponding to residues 4 10-4 18) and a frequently recurring

unassigned peak at 1140 Da showed them to have virtually the same sequence. Reduced
yîeIds of this peptide during Edman degradation had been previously noted (Bhayana,
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1984), and was attributed to the formation of pyroglutamate front the N-terminal

glutamine under acidic conditions (in this case likely arising fiom the acidic matrix).

Photoafflniiy Labeling of CS

Preiiminary Eqeriments
I. Control of Photoa~n&yLabeling
The initial photoaffinity labeling experiments were designed to demonstrate the
specificity and levels of photolabel incorporation using

3 2 as
~

a method of quantitation.

The most basic wntrol expriment carried out was to establish that the incorporation of
radioactivity into CS was the result of "controlled" photoafinity labeling (triggered by
the application of UV light to a mixture of protein and probe). CS in 20 mM Tris buffer
was incubated with 100 p M of either 2- or 8-azidoATP, and either lefi in the dark, or

exposed to W light for 2 minutes. Autoradiography of the samples on SDS PAGE gels

showed virtually no incorporation of probe in the two aliquots which had not been
exposed to UV light, while the irradiated samples gave two radioactive bands each, witb

the 2-azidoATP lane showing the highest level of incorporation. These findings are at

least partly confirmed by liquid scintillation counting (Figure 25), which showed around
33% photoincorporation of 2-aridoATP and 8% photoincorporation of 8-azidoATP in the

irradiated samples (these percentages represent the ratio of photolabeled CS to total CS
added to the reaction, where concentration is with respect to the CS monomer). More
problematic was the finding of around 6% incorporation of both probes in the nonirradiated samples. This may have been the result of inaccurate excision of gel bands for
scintillation counting. Overall though, these results il lustrate f h t ly that 2-ati-do ATP
interacts better wïth CS than the 8-azido analogue, and secondly that photolabeting is
indeed largely initiated by exposure to W light.
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Figure 25: Photolabeling control experiment. Duplicate sarnples were prepared
containing 8.3 p M CS in 20 m M Tris buffer, pH 7.5, and 100 pM of either 2azidoATP
(samples 1 and 2) or 8-azidoATP (samples 3 and 4). Samples 2 and 4 were W irradiated
for 2 minutes, while sarnples 1 and 3 were left unexposed.

2. Saturation ami Inhibition Cumes of PhotofabSI Incoiporati'on

Saturation of the target binding site, and inhibition of photolabel addition by the
natural ligand are two methods widely used in photoaffinity labeling midies to
demonsirate the specificity of the observed photoincorporation. As shown in Figure 26,

both 2- and 8-azidoATP demonstrate saturation of photoincorporation, suggesting that
their interaction with CS is specific for a particular binding site. Near saturation occurs a!
approximately 400 pM 2-azidoATP and 200 pM &azidoATP, giving KM of
approximately 100 pM and 75 pM respectively (KD = dissociation constant for the labelprotein cornplex, defined here as photolabel concentration at the estimated point of halfmaximal saturation). These values are sornewhat higher that the literature KD of 46 f 5
p M for ATP itself (Talgoy & Duckworth, 1979), which is to be expected of a bulkier

ligand analogue. Overall, as observed in the control experiment, photoincorporation is
higher for 2-au'doATP.
If the labeling were indeed oceuring at the allosteric site of CS, NADH would be able

to significantly reduce the levels of photoincorporation observed. Both wild type CS and
the deletion mutant A(264-287)CS were used in this experiment, as ATP is thought to be
capable of binding to the active site of CS as well (Harford & Weitzman, 1975). A 24
amino acid deletion in the mutant enqme effectively destroys the active site,
theoretically leaving only the allosteric site available for binding. The mutant A(264287)CS shows essentially the same NADH binding characteristics as wild type CS

(Anderson & Duchworth, 1988). As shown in Figure 27, up to 70% of 2-azidoATP
photoiabeling, and up to 22% of baridoATP photolabeling of A(264-287)CS is lost in
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Figure 26: Sahuation of wild type CS with increasing concentrations of the 2-azidoATP
and 8-azidoATP photolabels.
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Figure 27: Inhibition of 1-and 8-azidoATP photolabel incorporation into wild type and
A(164-287)CS by increasing concentrations o f NADH. Photolabel concentration is 175
FM. No data are available for inhibition of photoincorporation of 2-azidoATP into
A(264-287) CS.

the presence of NADH. When wild type CS is substituted for the mutant enzyme, the
overall level of 8-&doATP incorporation increases, indicating that this probe may also
be interacting with the active site. However, up to 42% inhibition of photolabeling was
observed in this instance.
An unexpcted feature of al1 three inhibition curves is the 1.5-1-7 fold increase in

photoincorporation at low (20-50 ph4) concentrations of NADH.

Une possible

explanation for this behaviour is that binding of a small amount oCNADH to hexameric

CS in a dimer-hexamer equilibriurn mixture s h i k this balance in the latter direction,
opening up a large number of allosteric sites for photolabeling. A similar effect has been
observed in the allosteric enzyme aspartate transcarbamylase (see Discussion).

3. Eflect of Multiple Rounds of Photolabeling
Multiple rounds of photolabeling are suggested as a method for increasing the yield of
specitic photoincorporation, as simply increasing the concentration of photolabel can lead
to non-specific labeling (Bayley & Knowles, 1977; Czarnecici et al., 1979). The process

involves successive cycles of photoprobe addition and sample irradiation. A step by step
multiple photolabeling expriment was c-ed
400

out, where incorporation of both 200 and

2-azidoATP was determined a k r each of two-2 minute rounds of W

irradiation. As s h o w in Figure 28, doubling the concentration of photolabel used almost
doubles the amount of incorporation fkom 12.7% to 22.3%, but two rounds of
photolabeling using 200 pM label also increases the level of labeling by a factor of more

than two, fiom 12.7% to 28.1%. Two rounds of labeling using 400 pM label increasing

Round of photoiabeling

Figure 28: Photoincorporation of 200 p M and 400 pM 2-azidoATP inio wild Qp CS
afier two rounds o f label addition and W irradiation.

incorporation fiorn 22.3% to 34%. In a separate experiment, multiple photolabeling of
CS by three applications of 200 pM of either azidoATP analogue, each followed by two

minutes of UV irradiation succeeded in raising the percentage of photoincorporation of

CS by 2-azidoATP to 63%, and by &azidoATP to 13.5%.

4. Effect of UV fiposure îïme

Ideally, the W exposure time for photolabeling experiments should be chosen to
maximize label incorporation while minimizing the amount of damage done to the
protein by UV light. Figure 29 shows that increasing UV irradiation time will increase
the percentage of 2-azidoATP incorporation almost linearly, although to a lesser extent
when the W filter is present. Al1 photoaffinity labeling experiments in this thesis were
perfonned using the W lamp with the filter removed, as older filten can become less
transparent over time due to repeated exposure to high-intensity light of wavelengths less
than 260 n m (Potter & Haley, 1983). This problem, called solarization, can be solved by
heating the filter in a glassblower's annealing oven, but as the filter for the lamp used in
these experiments was glued into its M e , this was out of the question.
The effects of W exposure on CS were found to be quite rapid and severe. Vimially

al1 CS activity was lost after 10 minutes exposure to the lamp with the filter removed, and
even with the filter present, up to 70% of CS activity was lost in the same time period
(Figure 30). It also appean that the buffer in which the protein was irradiated (20 mM
Tris vs 20 mM ammonium bicarbonate) plays no role in this effat. After assaying for
CS activity, the remainden of the irradiated protein samples were run on 8% SDS PAGE

gels, which showed increasing levels of high molecular weight aggregates with increased
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Figure 29: Effcct of W exposure time with and without the lamp filter. on the
photoincorporation of 200 PM 2-azidoATP into wild type CS.
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Figure 30: Loss of CS activity afier exposure to W light under the following conditions:
20 mM Tris buffer, lamp filter on (Tris F)
20 m M ammonium bicarbonate buffer. lamp filter on (AB F)
20 mM Tris buffer, larnp filter removed (Tris NF)
20 mM ammonium bicarbonate buffer. lamp filter removed (AB M)

W exposure time, dthough the majority of the protein still

nui

as expected. Tbese

aggregates ran in approximately the same size range as a series of faint photolabeled
bands detected by autoradiography of the SDS PAGE gels fiom the saturation and
inhibition of photolabeling experiments previously mentioned. Aggregates induced by
dimethylsuberimidate cross-linking of CS were found to be smaller than those observed
afler W irradiation, suggesting that the latter bands are the result of non-specific
aggregatiodcrosslinking. ES1 TOFMS spectra of both unexposed and UV irradiated CS

under nondenaturing conditions (Figure 32a) and b)) are essentially identical.
The exact nature of the darnage done to CS by W light is unclear, but it appears to

pnmady affect the enzyme's active site.

Several amino acids are known to be

particularly susceptible to damage by photooxidation, including histidine, tryptophan,
tyrosine, methionine, and cysteine (Danson & Weit~man,1973), so it is possible that
several residues either directly or indirectly involved in maintaining the functionality of
the active site are darnaged when sarnples are exposed to W light ddung photolabeling.
The main concem, however was the possibility of darnage to the NADH binding site,

especially after three rounds of 2 minute phototabeling. A fluorescence binding study of
0.14 mM CS in standard Tris-EDTA buffer exposed to UV light for 6 minutes under the

sarne conditions used in a photolabeling experiment found the KD of NADH for the Wexposed CS to be 2.26

as compared to 1.96 pM for unexposed CS. The nurnber of

molecules of NADH bound per subunit dropped fiom 0.87 to 0.76. The small difference
between both of these sets of values wouid seem to indicate that the effect of W light on
the NADH binding site of CS is minimal at most. Other options for possibly less
damaging light sources capable of producing the appropriate wavelength of light (e-g.
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Figure 32: Cornparison of the ES1 TOF mass spectra of wild type CS (a), W exposed
CS (b), and CS photolabeled with 2-azidoATP (c). Al1 sarnples were prepared in 20 mM
ammonium bicarbonate buffer. Insets show the deconvolution of the dimer charge
envelope. In (a) and (b), the main dimer peak is indicated in bold. Peaks 1 through 7 in
(c) represent adducts (likely photolabel addition) to the CS dimer.
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halogen desk lamps with a specific glass filter, Dr. J. Charlton, personal communication)
were explored. However, the maintenance of NADH binding characteristics in W
exposed CS, and the wçessity of repeating the preliminary photolabeling experiments

with a new light source led to the decision to continue to w the W lamp and protocol

aiready in place.

Mapping Photolubel Incorporation by Mass

Specttometry
1. Identiicaoa4n of a Knmvn C h d a i Modificaiiin by iU4LDI TOF MS

In order to test the use of MALDI TOFMS for mapping photolabel incorporation in
unfiactionated complete tryptic digests of CS, the alkylation o f cysteine 206 by TFE3A
was successfully identified. A cornparison of MALDI spectra fiom digests of both
modified and unmodified CS showed the appearance of a peptide in the TFBA CS digest
whose mass was approximately 110 Da greater than that of the tryptic fragment of
residues 189-2 17. This mass shifi is demonstrated in the spectral expansions of Figure
3 1. although both modified and unmodified peaks are present in the 7FBA CS spectrum.

Thus it appean that TFBA alkylation of CZO6 is not 100% complete.

The TFBA modîfied peptide was observed in specm obtained on both TOF N and
TOF 11 using the membrane sample preparation mehod. The latter instrument however,
is not able to give monoisotopic resolution of peaks (Figure 3 1 (II)).

2. Atteqm to h a t e LobeIIing of CS by 2 a 0 d o ATP Using MALDI TOF MS

Having wnfirmed through the preliminary experiments that 2-a~idoATPspecifically
labelled the NADH binding site of CS, attempts were made to identifi the location of the
modification in complete tryptic digests using the peptide mapping method tested on
TFBA modified CS. However, unlike the TFBA modification, it was unknown where the
photoaflinity label would f o m an attachent, or if there might be more than one

modification per subunit. Thus the resulting spectra of unlabeled and labeled CS digests
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Figure 3 1: Expansion of the MALDI mass spectra of unfiactionated ûyptic digests of
unmodified (1) and TFBA-alkylated (ii) CS. Spectra were acquired on TOF IV using the
sDHB maaix. Peak A has an rn/z of 3364.462, corresponding to the unmodified tryptic
fragment Tl9 of residues 189-2 1 7 (expcted mass = 3364.53 Da). The m/z of peak B is
3474.456, conesponding to the mass of fragment Tl9 + 109.994 Da. The expected mass
change associated with TFBA alkylation is 109.91 D a The insets in (II) demonstrate the
monoisotopic molution typical of TOF IV mass spectra.

had to be analyzed in a thorough and systematic fashion. m e r the generation of a
complete peak list for both spectra, those peaks not assigned to a tryptic CS peptide
(based on m/z) were assumed to represent one of four possibilities: Irnpurities in the
sample, fragments of tryptic peptides, -tic

peptides bearing other chernical

modifications such as acetylations and oxiâations, or photolabeled tryptic peptides.
Assuming that the label formed a direct nitrene insertion bond with an amino acid, the

mass shifi produced by photolabeling with fûlly protonated 2-azidoATP would be +520
Da. After eliminating unassigned peaks which appeared in b t h unlabeled and labeled
spectra, the rernainder were tested to see if a subtraction of 520 Da fiom their molecular
weight resulted in the m a s of an assigned tryptic CS peptide. Finally, the relative
intensities of the unlabeled and putatively labeled peaks were compared. Generally, peak
intensities in mass spectra simply indicate the ease with which a particular analyte was
ionized, but within a set of spectra derived under the same instrumental conditions, and
fiom essentidly the same sample material, it would be expected that the intensity of the
unlabeled tryptic peptide wodd be lower in the photolabeled digest s p e c t m , while there
would be no trace at al1 of the putative photolabeled peptide in the unlabeled digest

spectnim (based on the preliminary photolabeling experirnents, it was known that label
incorporation would be less than 100%).
Despite the fact that superficially there often appeared to be differences between the
unlabeled and photolabeled digest spectra obtained fiom both TOF II and TOF N, once
submitted to the above analysis, no satisfactory instances of modification by 2aa'doATP
were observed.

3. Attenpts to h a î e Labelling of CS by 2-IJdoATP Using EH TOF MS

Thinking that the inability to locate the photolabeling of CS by MALDI TOFMS
might be linked to the method of ionization or sample preparation, it was decided to
instead use ES1 TOFMS (TOF III) to generate spectra of the tryptic CS peptides. Not
only is ES1 MS thought of as a "gentler" method of ionization compared to MALDI (as
mentioned in the Introduction), but due to the geater mass range of the TOT III
instrument, it could provide mass spectra of intact photolabeled CS.

Figure 32 shows the clear difference between the spectra of unlabeled and labeled CS,
including a shift in the position of the dimer charge envelope. Deconvolution of this
spectnun showed that the azidoATP modified CS dimer was 1222 Da larger than
expected (which could at a stretch account for two photolabel incorporations, one per
monomer as expected), with a senes of 6 adducts. The masses of these adduct peaks are
detailed in Figure 32. The mass differences between them range fiom 496 Da to 555 Da,
and so they could be seen as representing CS dimer with up to 8 photolabel
incorporations (four per monomer). It is then likely that some non-speci fic photolabeling
had taken place, as one would expect at most four modifications per dimer (two for the
allostenc sites and perhaps two for the active sites). As there would be an excess of
unbound, reacted photolabel present in solution afier the three rounds of labeling, it is
also possible that at l e s t a few of these 8 adducts are non-covalent, non-specific

interactions of label with protein as observeci, for example, in the tibation of CS with
NADH (Ayed et al., 1998).

To identify photoaffinity labeled peptides, citrate synthase at 4 m g h L in 20 m M
ammonium bicarbonate was photolabeled with three additions of 200 @bf 2-azidoATP.
99

An unlabeled control sunple of the same CS concentration was subjected to W exposure

alongside the labeled sample. After labeling was complete, both control and labeled
samples were split into two aliquots, one of which was set aside, and the other of which
was washed through

a Microcon 30 centrifiige filter unit with 20 rnM ammonium

bicarbonate in an attempt to remove unbound label and any other impuritia associated
with the label fiom the samples prior to mass spectrometry. Both washed and unwashed

aliquots were subjected to =tic

digestion at a proteidûypsin ratio of 100:l ovemight at

37°C. Digestion was stopped by fieezing the çamples, which were then analyzed on TOF
II1 by L. Donald. The unwashed samples were run at 180 and 250 V declustering

voltage, while the washed sarnples were run at 250 V. ïhus a series of six spectra (three
control, three labeled) were acquired, and systematically analyzed to identify tryptic
peptide peaks which disappeared and peaks approximately 520 Da heavier than linown
îryptic peptides which appeared in the photolabeled spectra.
A total of 99 complete and partial tryptic peptides, wvenng the entire CS sequence,

were identified in the control and labeled sarnple spectra. Of the many differences

between the spectra of labeled and unlabeled CS tryptic digests, the most interesting
involved singly charged peptide peaks at m/z 1146 and 1667, in the unlabeled and labeled
samples, respectively. The peptide at d z 1146 could be either Tl7 (expected mass

=

1 146.48 Da, corresponding to residues 168-177), or the partiai tryptic fkagment Tl5-16

(expected m a s = 1147.68, comsponding to residues 158-167). Given that the tryptic
digestion was perfonned ovem-ght,and that peaks representing Tl5 and Tl6 alone were
present in both tbe udabeled and labeled spectra, it is Iikely that most of the material at

rn/z 1146 arose nom T17. As Figure 33A shows, the peaks at m/z 1146 disappear
100

completely in the labeled digest specmim. Arnong the p a k s apmng

only in the

labeled digest spectra, one of the more prominent is a singly charged peak at rnh
1666.813 (Figure 338). Although this peak overlaps with a doubly charged peak of

approximately the sarne mh, the singly charged fragment is seen only in the photolabeled
sample.

Its mass corresponds to the 2-azidoATP photolabeled derivative of Tl 7

(cdculated mass

=

1666 Da). It thus appean that a residue of ayptic peptide Tl 7 a n be

rnodified by the 2-azidoATP photolabel, although this must be confirmed by sequencing.
Figure 34 shows that both TI7 (red), and the other potentially photolabeled peptide T1516 (green) are in the vicinity of C206 (blue), the marker for the NADH binding site. It

also shows that parts of boîh of these peptides are surface accessible.

4. PirotoaffinityLabeting of Creotrk Kinase

As a control experiment, the photoaffinity labeling of the B subunit of rabbit creatine

kinase as performed by Olcott et al. (1994) was studied in order to determine if their
results, which were obtained using chrornatographic methods, could be reproduced using

mass spectrometry. Deconvolution of the ES1 TOF mass spectrum under denaturing
conditions of intact creatine kinase photolabeled with either 2- or 8-azidoATP showed
essentially one main peak of mass 42599 Da (expected mass = 42664) (&ta not shown).
Trailing fiom this peak were a series of small paks corresponding to adducts of 30-50

Da each (possibly sodium, potassium, or multiple oxidations), and two low intensity
peaks comsponding to adducts of approximately 620 and 1340 Da whicb were not
present in the control spectrum of unlabeled creatine kinase. As with CS, MALDI TOF

MS of wmplete ûyptic digests of both labeled and unlabelcd creatine kinase on TOF N
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Figure 33: Putative photolabeling of a peptide of mass 1 146 Da as detected by ES1
TOFMS. The d a b e l e d peptide (either TI 7 or Tl 5-16) loses virtually al1 its intensity in
the photolabeled CS digest (panel A), whereas the putatively labeled peptide of mass
1666 Da is nonexistant in the control CS digest, and present in the photolabeled digest
(panel B).

Figure 34: Space-filling mode1 of the crystal structure of E. col1 CS, showing the relative
positions and surface accessibilities of
- C206 (blue)
- Tryptic peptide Tl 7 of mass 1 146.48, corresponding to residues 168177 (red)
- Tryptic peptide Tl 5-16 of mass 1 147.68, corresponding to residues
1 56- 167 (green)

failed to show photolabeling of tryptic ftagments, espially peptides 279-291 and 236241 which constitute part of the creatine kinase B ATP binding domain, and had been

previously show to be labeleâ by S-azidoATP (Olcott et al., 1994).
It took three attemps to get useful ES1 TOF mass spectra of intact creatine kinase B,
and even the best spectra had a nurnber of small adducts. The m a s of the main peak was
65 Da less than expected. Although the two larger adducts of approxirnately 620 and
1340 Da, which appeared ody in the photolabeled spectra are in the right general mass

region for 1 and 2 additions of azidoATP, no evidence of these additions was found in the
tryptic digest spectra. This particular expriment was thus uiisuccessful.

5. An Atîempt to Locate Photoaflnity Lubelhg Site of CS Wsing C m S

Di ficulties in processing the huge amounts of data generated corn ES1 mass spectra
of unfractionated digests pointed to the need for an additional method for determining

peak identities. It was ho@ that the use of a second separation technique (in this case,

capillaiy zone electrophoresis, CZE) in concert with mass spectromeüy would reduce the
probiems documented in the preceding sections. A method of interfacing CZE online to
TOF III had already k e n used to produce a %tic

map of the entire CS sequence

(McComb et al, 1999).

In CZE, analytes are separated by the electroosmotic flow generated when voltage is
applied across a fûsed silica capillary filled with buffer. The basis of separation is the
ratio of a particle's charge to its size (ionic volume). This technique is extremely

sensitive, and ody a few t a s of nanoliten of sarnple are generally required.

Unfortunately, this sensitivity also applia to any impurities in sarnpls or the nuuiing
buffer .

The tryptic digest sarnples analyzed by CE/MS were prepared separately fiom those
analyzed by ES1 MS alone.

A solution of 4-5 mg/mL CS in 20 rnM ammonium

bicarbonate was photolabeled by three additions of 200 pM 2-azidoATP.

Again, a

control sarnple was also concurrently W exposed in the absence of label. Tryptic
digestion was for one hour at 37OC,and temiinaîed either by fieezing, or by the addition
of 5% acetic acid. Samples were then split into two aliquots. One was set aside and the

other dried down in a SpeedVac to remove the volatile ammonium bicarbonate, and
reconstituted in 1% acetic acid. Samples were run by Mark McComb essentially as

described for previous unlabeled CS digest samples (McCornb et al, 1999).
The CZE electropherograrns and mass spectral data fiom TOF III were collected

simultaneously during the sample nuis using the T o h a software. Thus, fiom any
selected peak in the total mass spectnim (TMS), the conesponding selected ion
electropherogram (SIE) could be generated, and provide a retention time for that peak
Likewise, selection of any poriion of the total ion electropherogram (TE) would give the
selected mass spectnun (SMS)corresponding to that particular elution volume. This
ability to cross reference between CE and MS data allowed for the elimination of
background and artifâct peaks, and by cornparison of retention times, made it possible to
confirm MS peaks thought to represent diffemt charge States of the same ûyptic peptide.
A total of 200 "real" peaks were identifieâ in the photolabeled digest CUMS data. Of

these, 97 were assignable to tryptic peptides of CS. Interestingly, the only portion of CS
sequence not found corresponded to peptide Tl7 (residws 168-177, mass of 1146.48
1O5

Da), the same -tic

peptide whox presence was found to be greatly reduced in the ES1

rnass spectra of photoafinity labeled digests.

However, the peak of m/z 1667

representing peptide Tl7 + photolabel modification was not found in the CEMS analysis
of the photolabeled CS digest. While several unassigned peaks nom the ES1 TOFMS
analysis of the photolabeled digest sample were also found to occur in the C y M S results,

none conespondeci to labeling of tryptic peptides fiom the region of sequmce
surrounding C206.

Studying M e r Chernical Mod~~cutioons
of CS by Mass

Spectrometry
As discussed in the Introduction, the sulfhydryl reagents DTNB and DPDS have
previously been used to modîfy the cysteine midues of CS. Both have been found to

modim C206, but DPDS also creates a rnixed disulfide with one more, unknown cysteine.
It has been observed in several cases that modification of surface exposed cysteines

(formation of a mixed disulfide in a manner &in to D m or DPDS) can occur when a
protein is incubateci in a buffer containing P-rnercapoethanol, a common reducing agent
(Donald et al., 1998; Packman & Berry, 1995). This serendpitous modification cm
then be detected by mass spectrometery, and is thus a tool for identifjmg the reactive,
surface-exposed sulfhydryl groups of a protein. It was decided to attemp to rnap this
particular modification of one or both of the reactive cysteines of CS in unfiactionated
tryptic digests using mass spectrometry, and compare the results to those obtained with
DTNB and DPDS.
Conflicting results were obtained fiom the ES1 mass specûum of intacf P-

mercaptoethanol-exposed CS (Figure 35). Two adducts of 177.6Da and c156.8 Da were
observed in the dewnvolution of the monomer peak envelope (expected m a s of the
mixeddisulfide is +76 Da), indicating the possible presence of one and two Pmercaptoethanol modifications. Adducts of +72 + 151.5 Da were observed in the dimer
peak envelope, which wuld correspond to the modification of one cysteine on one or

both subunits of the dimer. It may be that in this case, the second B-mercaptoethanol
adduct per subunit might have k e n found in the baseline noise trailing fiom the dimer
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Monomer

Figure 35: Deconvolutions of the monomer and dimer charge envelopes from ES1 TOF
mass spectra of wunodified CS ("Control"), and CS modified with P-mercaptoethanol
("BME"). The peak conesponding to unmodified monomcr or dimer in each
deconvoIutian is indicated in bold.

peak deconvolution. In any case, based on DTNB and DPDS expenments on CS (Talgoy

et al., 1979), one might expect there to be at least one reactive surface cysteine (C206)
capable of k i n g modified by P-mercaptoethanol.

In the MALDI m a s spectnim of a complete tryptic digest of P-mercaptoethanolmodified CS, a singly charged peak at m/z 3440.482 corresponded to the formation of
one B-mercaptoethanol mixed disulfide (+76 Da) for tryptic peptide Tl9 of residues 189217 ( m a s = 3364.53 Da), which contains C206. This result is shown in Figure 36. in

addition, P-mercaptoethanol modification of a second, reactive cysteine of CS was also
observed. A singly charged peak of m/z 4157.889 corresponds to the formation of one
B-mercaptoethanol mixed disulfide for =tic

peptide T8 of residues 70-104 (mass

=

4080.94 Da), which contains C86. This result is shown in Figure 37. It wuld be, then,

that this is the second cysteine which typically undergoes DPDS (but not DTNB)

modification. The position of C86 in the hexameric CS crystal structure is shown in
Figure 38, which demonstrates the surface accessibility of this residue.
Attempts to map both DTNB and DPDS modifications of the reactive cysteines in

unfractionated CS tqptic digests were unsuccessful.

Despite confirmation of the

modification of samples with either DTNB or DPDS by spectrophotometric means, the
ES1 mass spectra of these samples were generally of poor quality, and did not

conclusively show evidence of mixed disulfide adducts. No trace of either DT'NB or
DPDS modification wuid be found in the MALDI mass spectra of tryptic digests of these
samples.

It wuid be that the unstable mixed disulfides were lost during sample

preparation for mass spectrometry.

Figure 36: Putative P-mercaptoethanol modification of CZO6 as detected by MALDI
TOFMS. In panel A, the unmodified tryptic peptide bearing C206. Tl9 (m/z3364.53,
i ndicated by asterisk) appears in both the control and P-mercaptoethanol labeled digests.
In panel B, the putatively labeled peptide of rn/z 3440.482 (indicated by asterisk) i s
nonexistant in the control CS digest.
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Figure 37: Putative P-mercaptoethanol modification o f C86 as detected by MALDI
TOFMS. In panel A, the unmodified tryptic peptide bearing C86, TB (m/z 4080.94,
indicated by asterisk) appears in both the control and P-mercaptoethanol labeled digests.
In panel B. the putatively labeled peptide of m/z 41 57.889 (indicated by asterisk) is not
noticeable in the control CS digest.

Figure 38: Space-filling mode1 (side-on view) of the crystal structure of E. coii CS,
showing the position and surface accessibility of C86 (Mue).

Limited Proteolysis of CS
The way in which a protein fhgrnents under conditions of limited proteolysis can
provide information as to the structural features most exposed and thexefore vulnerable to

attack by proteolytic enzymes. Changes to the rate and pattern of hgmentation can be
used to help reconstnrct the conformation of a protein in different solution conditions or
in the presence of ligands.
It was hoped that development of rapid mass spectrometry rnethods for analyzing the
limited prote01ysi s of CS would aid in characterizing conformational changes undergone
by the enzyme and its folding intermediate (Ayed & Duckworth, 1999).
Individual T i m d Digestions
1. Intact

CS

Citrate synthase was digested at rwm temperature in 20 m M ammonium bicarbonate
by trypsin at a ratio of 1/160 (w/w).

As the digestion proceeded, aliquots were

withdrawn at 5, 10, 20, and 60 minutes and stopped by the addition of acetic acid to a
final concentration of 2.5%.
Figure 39 contrasts the initial undigested CS sample with the progress of tryptic
digestion at the chosen time points. Pnor to trypsinolysis, the t=O spectnim shows the
presence of intact dimer, and three smaller fragments of masses 12 2 14, 12 2 1 1, and 12
168 Da, whose possible origin has k e n previously discussed ( r d p.75).

These

fragments disappeared quickly upon digestion. Both monomer, and to a lesser degree
dimer envelopes are visible during the course of the digestion. As shown in Figure 40,

Figure 39: Limited proteolysis tirnecoune expcriment conductecl at room temperature.
Aliquots of the digest mixture (1 :160 w/wtrypsin to CS in 20 m M ammonium
bicarbonate) wcrc withdrawn at timcd intervpls and d y z e d by ES1 TOF MS. ï h e
undigestcd specaum a! t=O shows the prexnce ofthe dimer charge m v c l o p (around
5000 m/r) and two small 12 000 Da fragment charge mvelopes (around 2000 rn/z). From
t=5 minutes on&.
spcctra show the monomer charge cnvelope (around 2000-4000
m/z) and p a k s wncsponding to small -tic
peptides (around 0-1600 Wz).

Figure 10: Deconvolution of the 5 minute spectrum fiom Figure 39. Note the presence
of the CS monomer at 47 882.676 (expected mass = 47 887 Da) and a truncated monomer
at 46 893.019, corresponding to the loss of 8 C-terminal residues (trypic fragments T42T45).

deconvolution of the monomer charge envelope revealed a second precumr peak with a

mass of 46 893.4 Da (intact monomer

=

47 887 Da), which can be identified as CS

which has been bimcated by removal of the last eight residues by trypsin (calculated
average mass 46 895.8 Da). As the majority of peaks contributing to this truncated
monomer's charge are Msible only in the 5 minute digest, it is likely that this is a
transient intermediate in the digestion process.

This CS(1418) is the only large

intermediate observed. The other peaks visible in the digest spectra represent low mass
tryptic fragments. Detailed analysis shows that about 92% of the CS sequence is
represented, although fragments derived fiom 70- 104 are unacwunted for.

2. Proteolysis of Partial& Unfolded CS

Limited proteolysis experiments aimed at characteriring the stable CS folding
intermediate of Ayed and Duckworth (1999) were unsuccessful. The original unfolding
experiments were conducteci using CS in increasing concentrations of up to 9 M wea or

guanidine hydrochloride,

but both of these substances are unsuitable for mass

spectrometry, and even though the first folding transition to the intermediate is said to be

irreversible (Ayed, 1998), repeated dialysis would not necessarily remove al1 of the
denaturants. The construction of a two-stage d o l d i n g curve fiom heat denaturation of
the enzyme had also been demonstrated by Ayed (1998), and so it was decided to pursue
the intemediate in this way. CS was heated in a water bath at 60°C. the approximate
temperature at which the unfolding intemediate was obtained in circular dichroism
studies (Ayed, 1998). The protein was them either digesteci with trypsin while still at

60°C,or removed and irnmediately placed on ice before trypsinolysis. In either case, ES1
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Figure 41 : Online limited proteolysis of 10 pM CS by subtilisin BPN at a wlw ratio of
4500:l in 5 m M ammonium bicarbonate. Spectra are shown at 2 minute intervals up to
IO minutes. Note the disappearance of dimer charge envelope on the right, and
accumuiation of proteolytic fragments on the lefi.

MS revealed that even after just 5 minutes of exposwe to trypsin at a variety of dilutions,

nothing remained of the CS except small tryptic fragments (data not shown). This may

well be the result of protein aggregation and precipitation upon cooling, as observed in
the pst (Ayed, 1998). No evidence was found of a change in the tryptic digestion pattern
that could be attributed to the pmence of the intermediate form.

Online Lim'red PIoieolysis
2. Digestr0omby Subîilisin

Figure 41 shows the tirnecoune of the limited proteolysis of CS at a ratio of 4500:l
(w/w)

with subtilisin BPN. Spectra were recorded at one minute intervals using the Store

and Restart feaîure of the T o h a program. Most of the proteolysis seems to occur within

the first two minutes of incubation, although the dimer charge envelope is still visible
after 10 minutes. Peaks between 500 to 2500 m/z correspond mostly to small proteolytic
fragments of charge i l to +3, which could not be positively identified due to the wide
range of possible subtilisin targets. Also observed in this m/z range throughout the
course of the experiment were charge envelopes conesponding to polypeptides of mass

l2211,12423,and37314Da.

While these larger mass fiagments are in the same approximate range as the 32 000,

and 13 500 Da polypeptides observed in the previous limited proteolysis study of E. coli
CS (Bell et al., 19831, they are not a close match. The 12 2 11 and 12 423 Da fiagments

observed here might conespond to the the same unknown polypeptide observed in
spectra of intact CS (Figure 2 1).

Figure 42: Online limited proteolysis of I O pM CS by trypsin at a w/w ratio of 20:1 in 5
m M ammonium bicarbonate. Spectra are s h o w at intervals up to 16 minutes.

Figure 43: Online limited proteolysis of 10 piid CS by trypsin at a w/w ratio of 100:1 in 5
mM ammonium bicarbonate. Spectra are shown at intervals up to 16 minutes.
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Figure 44: Curves constmcted nom data s h o w in Figures 42 and 43, showing the
relationship between the tsptic fiagment'dimer ratio and the length of the digest for two
different trypsin concentrations. Spectnim A concsponds to Figure 42 (20A CSIaypsin)
and Spcctrum B corresponds to Figure 43 (100:1 CS/txypsin).

Figure 45: Summary of the tryptic peptides (assigned by mass) found in the 1:20 oniine
digest. Portions of sequence accounted for by these peptides are shaded, where the
darker the shading, the greater the number of fragments found with t k t particular
sequence (the darkest shading indicates 5 fragments). Red dots denote the most common
sites of cleavage observed. Green numerals denote the primary (1) and secondary (11)
subtilisin cleavage sites as determined by Bell et al (1983). Every tenth amino acid of the
sequence is underlined.

2. Digestion by Tvpsin

Figures 42 and 43 show the tirnecourse of the limited proteolysis of CS at ratios of

20 :1 and 100:1 (respective1y) (w/w) with trypsin. Once a g i r fair1y rapid conversion of
the dimer charge envelope into smaller hagments was observed It should be noted that

these tirnecourses do not ressemble that of Figure 39, as they were generated under nondenaturing conditions. The timed digest aliquots used to constBict the series of spectra in

Figure 39 were each treated with 2.5% acetic acid to stop digestion, which could induce
denaturation of dimer to monomer.

Figure 44 shows the c w e s generated by the change in the ratio of total fragment and
dimer peak areas as the digests progress. Efforts to fit this &ta to first order kinetics for
the direct disintegration of dimer to small ûyptic peptides using the following equation

were unsuccessful:
= ( 1 - e*)/(eh)
[fiagments]~[dimerJ,

where t = digest time interval

k

= rate constant for conversion of dimer into fragments

Many of the smaller peaks in the online limited trypsinolysis spectra correspond to
tryptic peptides of approximately 400 to 4000 Da, which wodd typically be found in a
complete ûyptic digest, and account for up to 50% of the CS sequence for the 1:20 digest,

and up to 65% of the seqwnce for the 1:100 digest.

Faint charge envelopes

corresponding to the 12 200 Da fragment, and intact monomer were also detected in the
2000-3500 m/z cange of the 1:100 digest sarnple spectra at al1 time intervals recorded.
As çeen in Figure 45, the common sites of tryptic cleavage change littie over the coune

of digestion. With reference to the structure of the CS monomer in Figure 5, these are
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found in the N- and C-termini, a srnail section around residue 160 at the N-terminal end

of the I helix, and a large region from residue 274 to 332 which encompasses mou of the

N,0, and P helices of the small domain, and also contains the primary subtilisin cleavage
site (Bell et al, 1983) on a non-helical loop between O and P.

3. Proteolysis of Ligand Buunà CS

Attempts to characterize the lirnited proteolysis of ligand bound CS did not meet with
much success. Previous limited proteolysis experiments detennined that the binding of
ligands which act as activators, inhibitors, and substrates of CS altered the rate, but not

the site of proteofysis (Bell et ai., 1983, Bloxham et al., 1980).

Oniine Iimited

trypsinolysis of CS in the presence of NADH gave spectra which were poorly resolved,
and so dificult to analyze (Figure 46). Nonetheless, it was possible to estimate by eye

the rate at which hexarner was converted into small ûyptic fragments, and note that in

cornparison to a tryptic tirnecourse of CS in the absence of NADH performed on the
same day, there appears to be very little difference in the rate of proteotysis. Bell et al.
(1983) found that NADH increases the rate of CS digestion (as judged by loss of CS
activity) by 60%.

Figure 46: Online limited proteolysis of 10 fl CS by trypsin (100:1, Ww) in 5 m M
ammonium bicarbonate and in the presence of 40 jdbf NADH. Note the gradua1
conversion of the hexamer charge envelope (far right of the spcccra) to tryptic peptides
(far Icfi of the spcctra). The charge envelope at approximately 6000 m/z is thought to k
CS dimer.
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AlIosfericActivation of CS Studied by Mass Spectrometry
ES1 TOF MS has previously been used to demonstrate the hexarnerization of CS in
the presence of NADH, and even allowed for the detemination of the KD for this

inhibitor (Ayed et al., 1998).

As mentioned in the Introduction, sedirnentation

equilibrium studies have found that the shiA from dimer to hexamer also ocfun upon
addition of KCl to the enzyme (Tong & Duckwod~,1975). Fortunately, one of the other
monovalent cations able to act as an allosteric activator of CS is the ammonium ion,
which is compatible with MS experiments. Thus CS in 5 to 200 m M ammonium
bicarbonate buRer could be examined using nanospray ionization MS, a technique that
allows for the use of volatile buffers 4 t h concentrations above the standard limit of 5

rnM used for ES1 MS.
As shown in Figure 47, increasing the concentration of ammonium ion clearly shifts
the dimer-hexamer equilibrium to the right. This change rnirrors the increase in CS

activity observed when the enzyme was assayed in these sarne ammonium bicarbonate
concentrations (Figure 48). The peak areas used to calculate the percentage of hexamer

in each spectra (relative to the total hexamer and dimer peak area) were determined by
taking the areas under entire charge envelopes as opposed to the individual peaks of the
enveIope. The peak areas obtained for the dimer envelopes were divided by a factor of

1.3, which accounts for the difference in detector sensitivity to dimer and hexamer (Ayed

et al., 1998). The correspondence between the percentage of hexamer and specific
activity is not entirely linear, and it would be wfbl to acquire more spectra of the
samples used in this experiment to provide a better &ta set. Nonetheless, the results

obtained sewed to confimi a phenornenon fint noted over 20 years ago, and
demonstrated the usefulness of ES1 MS in stnictwe-funciion studies of enzymes.
Figure 49 present an interesting question for M e r study. The nanospray ionkation
mass spectrum of CS in 100 m M ammonium bicarbonate seems to show not one, but two
charge envelopes in the hexamer region (denoted as a and b in the figure). A sirnilar
pattern of two hexamer charge envelopes can barely be seen on the 100 m M specûum of

Figure 47. The charge states of al1 the hexamer peaks are in fact continuous, and
deconvolutions of these envelopes both separately and as one are essentially the same. In
addition, there does not appear to be any progression nom one f o m of hexamer envelope
to another in the spectral senes of Figure 49. A more rigorous study wi11 be required to

prove if ES1 MS can indeed detect two different forms of the CS hexamer (assumed to be
the active and inactive conformations of the enzyme).

Figure 47: Nanospray ionization mass s p c c a of 10 pbl CS in 5 to 200 mM ammonium
bicarbonate buffer. The most prominent charge envelopes belong to dimer and hexamer,
as previously observed (refer to Figure 2 1). Increasing ammonium ion concentration
rcsulü in a dccrease in the dimer charge envelope, and an increasc in the hexamer charge
envelope.
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Figure 48 (a): Efftct of ammonium bicarbonate on CS specific activity and the
percentage of hexamer found in the nanospray ionization mass spectra of Figure 47. The
percentage of hexamer was calculated as the percentage of hexamer peak area with
respect to total hexamer and dimer peak area. Peak areas were determined by taking the
total area under each charge envelope from the baseline.

Figure 48 (b): Relationship between the percentage of hexamer and the specific activity
of CS in increasing concentrations of ammonium bicarbonate.

Figure 49: Nanospray ionization mass spcctrum of 10 fiCS in 100 rnM ammonium
bicarbonate. Indicated are the two possible hexamer charge envclops:
a) +36 to+44
b) +31 to +35

Discussion

Photoaffinity Labeling of CS

As with any photoaffinity labeling study, a series of preliminary experiments designed

to show the strength and specificity of the interaction between CS and the azidoATP

analogues were carried out prior to attempts to identi@ the labeling site with mass
spectrometq.

The control experiment, which demonstrated the necessity of U V

activating light to achieve photolabeling, also gave the fint indication that CS bound the
2-azido ATP analogue far bener (33% incorporation) than its 8-azidoATP counterpart
(8% incorporation). This was confimed by attempts to saturate the binding site of CS
with these analogues. The saturation cuves demonstrate that 8-azidoATP reaches near

saturation at a level of photoincorporation half that of 2-azidoATP. The azïdoATP
probes had higher estimated KD values when compared to the KD of ATP itself of 46

*5

p M (Talgoy & DucLworth, 1979), as expected for the substituted version of the naturaI

ligand. The KD values were 100 pM and 75 pM for &azidoATP and 2-azidoATP,

respectively, wnfinning that the binding of the latter label to CS is most favorable.
The specificity of labeling using these photoprobes was M e r proven by the notable

drop in label incorporation in the presence of increasing concentrations of the natuml

inhibitor of CS, NADH. Up to 70% of ZazidoATP binding and up to 22% of 8&doATP binding is lost as the NADH concentration in the labeling mixture is r a i d to
200 pM. The results of a paralle1 expriment using the active site deletion mutant of CS,

A(264-287)CS, also confirmed suspicions that at least the 8-aridoATP label, like ATP
itself, was capable of binding to a small degree to the active site as well as the allosteric
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site. However, at the lower concentrations of NADH (20-50 pM), photoincorporation is
actually increased. A possible explanation for this unexpected result is that low levels of
NADH binding to T state CS molecules pulls the allosteric equilibrium towards a T state

which more fûlly exposes the allosteric site, thus rendering the binding of adenylates (in
this case, the azidoATP photolabels) more favorable.

At higher concentrations of

NADH, the natual inhibitor successfully wmpetes for the available allostenc sites. This

theory is derived fiorn a similar phenornenon observed in aspartate trariscarbamylase,
another allosteric enzyme (Gerhart & Pardee, 1963). At low concentrations of its
allosteric activator aspartate, its isosteric inhibitors maleate and succinate can pull the
allosteric equilibrium fiom T to R state by binding to one active site on an R state
molecule. This creates a surplus of active sites available for aspartate to bina aiding
activation of the enzyme. However, at higher concentrations, the isosteric inhibitors will
begin to seriously compete with aspartate for the active sites, and inhibit the enzyme.

There is some cause for concem when comparing the relatively inconsistent levels of
photoincorporation achieved in the saturation, and labeling inhibition experiments as
shown in Table 4. In addition, a background of 6% photoincorporabon was observed in
the absence of W light during the control experùnent.

Al1 of these preliminary

expenments were perfonned using the sarne preparation of CS, and at the sarne CS
concentration. It is likely that these dixrepancies resulted from the method used to
quantitate photoincorporation, that is, excision and scintillation counting of bands from
SDS PAGE gels. The photolabeled CS band was never directly observable on the gels

due to the low level of protein present, but was instead excised solely on the basis of the

Table 4: Levels of incorporation of photoaffiniîy labels at a label concentration of 175
W. Data are takcn fiom Figures 26 and 27.
photoincorporation,
saturation curve
23
./.

2-azidoATP

photoincorporation,
inhibition curve
%

1
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position of a visible CS band fiom samples loaded at either end of the gel. Although
precautions were taken, such as ninning samples in altemating lanes, and excising a
portion of the gel surrounding the suspected region of the photolabeled CS band,
inaccurate removal of these bands rnay have occurred. In addition, the presence of a
small amount of what was later detennined to be nonspecific high molecular weight
aggregates of CS was observed in the autoradiograms of the SDS PAGE gels from the
prelirninary experiments. As these bands were never excised and counted along with the
expected CS gel bands it is possible that some of the variability in levels of
photoincorporation s h o w in Table 4 may have &sen fiom variability in the arnounts of
these aggregates fiom sample to sample.
Large arnounts of radioactivity were found in the fix and Coümassie stain used on the
gels. The length of time required for fixing, staining, and destaining the gels was limited
as much as possible, but loss of radioactive label by hydrolysis in these acidic solutions

cannot be nrled out, nor could it be stringently controlled.
The 6% incorporation of photolabel into CS in the absence of activating light may be

accounted for by the SDS PAGE method of quantitation. Nonetheless, despite assurances

fiom photolabel suppliers and the precautions outlined in the Materials and Methods
section of this thesis for avoiding sarnple exposure to light, it might be that ambient room

light caused some photolysis of the azidoATP labels prior to W exposure.
Efforts were made to increase levels of photoincorporation by experimenting with

higher concentrations of photolabel in the reaction mixture, multiple rounds of
photolabeling, and increased W exposure tirne. The best result was obtained when three

rounds of photolabeling with 200 pM 2-azidoATP produced photoincorporation of 63%.
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Given that consistently higher levels of photoincorporation were obtainable using the 2azjedoATPprobe, it alone was selected for use in the peptide mapping expenments.
W l e increasing the length of UV irradiation of the photolabeling mixture increased
levels of photoincorporation almost linearly, it caused the loss of up to 70% CS activity
(as detennined by enzyme assay) within 10 minutes. This loss of activity was concumnt

with the appearance of higher molecular weight aggregates of CS as evidenced by SDS
PAGE of CS samples subjected to timed intervals of W exposure (data not show).
These aggregates were found in approximately the same location on the gels as those
observed in the autoradiograms of gels containing photolabeled CS samples, and did not
match the bands produced by dimethylsuberimidate cross-linking of CS (specific
aggregation). These aggregates were thus assumed to be non-specific.

The ES1 TOF mass spectra of both W irradiated and unexposed CS were virtually the
same (Figure 32), and only a 13% drop was observed in the Ko of NADH for CS, and in
the number of NADH bound per CS subunit upon W exposure for the same duration (3
x 2 minutes) as in a typical photoaffinity labeling expriment. Both of these factors

suggest that despite the production of aggregates, the W darnage to CS is limited to the
active site. The darnage may arise fiom photooxidation of residues such as histidine
@anson & Weitmian, 1973), of which there are three residues (264, 229, and 305)

thought to be involved in the active site of CS.

Mapping Photolabel Incorporation by Mass Spectrometty
Mass spectromeüy of unlabeled and photolabeled unhctionated digests of CS to map
the position of 2-azidoATP photoincorporation proved more challenging than expe*ed,

largely due to the volume of data contained in the mass spectnim of an h c t i o n a t e d CS
digest. No photolabel incorporation could be detected by MALDI TOF MS, but ES1 TOF
MS identified a peak of mass 1667, which appears only in the photolabeled CS digest, as

a putatively photolabeled variant of the tryptic peptides 1146.48 Da (Tl 7, corresponding
to residues 168-177) and/or 1147.68 (Tl 5-16, corresponding to residues 158- l67), whose
intensity decreases significantly in the photolabeled CS digest (Figure 33). It is virtually
impossible to determine if the peak at 1 146 Da is T i 7 or Tl 5-16 by ESI MS alone, as
their masses are just over 1 mass unit apart, the same difference observed between peaks
in the monoisotopic senes of a singlycharged peak. However, it stands to reason that
Tl 7 would be the dominant component of this peak, os Tl 5 and Tl 6 were individually
identified in the digest spectra. Both Tl 7 and Tl 5-16 are found in the vicinity of C206,

and demonstrate some degree of surface exposure of their residues in the new crystai
structure of CS (Figure 34). It should be borne in mind when using this structure to
evaluate the positions and surface exposure of putative allosteric site residues, that the
crystals were obtained in a high salt environment, which would favor the R-state
hexamer, and not the T-state hexarner which ably binds NADH.

It must also be

remembered that only one residue on each of these peptides is putatively photolabeled,
not the entire peptide.

The tryptic hgrnent Tl7 was also found to be absent in the C U M S analysis of the
photolabeled CS digest. However, no trace of the putatively photolabeled peak of rnass
1667 Da could be found in thex experiments. Several other peaks were identified as

possibly bearing photolabel incorporations, and a few of these peaks are also found in the
ES1 MS mults. However, none of these peaks are ûuly in the Mcinity of C206. This

raises the possibility of nonspecific photoaf£inity labeling, sornething which fits with the
number of photolabel-sized adducts observed in the mass specûum of intact photolabeled
CS (Figure 32).

There are a nurnber of cautions to be expressed about the a b v e results.

The

assiyments of both the tryptic peptides and their putatively photolabeled counterpaxts

are based solely on mass, and on the assurned mass change of +S2O Da after labeling with
2-azidoATP. The CE/MS data do allow for confirmation that an observed peak aises

from the protein sample (not background noise), and has a specific retention tirne.
Nonetheless, none of the above-mentioned peptides has undergone any kind of
sequencing to conflm their identities.

In addition, there may have been further

photolabel incorporations which went undetected. In particular, phosphates are known to
interfere with the formation of ions in mass spectrometry processes (M. McComb,
persona1 communication). This may have contributed to the inability to see the putatively
photolabeled 1667 Da peptide in the C U M S results. If photolabel modification of a
particular peptide were of low efficiency (perhaps as a result of steric hindrance) it also
might have been overlooked. The systematic method of elimination used to sift through
the mass spectral &ta did not take into account the possibility that there could be more

than one photolabel incorporation per peptide, or that an assigneci tryptic peptide cuuld
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have the sarne mass as the photolabeled variant of another peptide.

Finally, the

negatively charged phosphates of the label may have picked up a nurnber of sodium
adducts while in solution.

The faa that label incorporation may have occurred on more than one potential
allosteric site peptide (Tl 7 and/or Tl S-16) is not cause for alarm, but is expected of a
chernical modification system whose targeting method (the ATP moiety of 2-azidoATP)
is specific but whose modification method (the azido moiety) is not. In fact., multiple
sites of incorporation can help to more fully define a particular binding site. For this
reason, different analogues of a photolabel (e-g. the 2- and 8- forms of an azidoadenylate
label) are also employed in labeling studies. In this study, the level of 8-aridoATP
photoincorporation into CS was judged to be insuficient for detection in an
unfractionated CS digest. The appearance of more than one potentially photolabeled CS
peptide might also suggest a certain amount of variability in the way that 2-aUdoATP
interacts with the allosteric site, a possibility not inconsistent with the higher Ko values

estimated for the azidoATP analogues in the preliminary round of photolabeling
experiments.
A survey of the literature conceming the use of mass spectrometry in photoaffinity

labeling studies suggested that mass spectrometry of unhactionated proteolytic digests

has not previously been used to map photolabel incorporation. Those few groups who
did have access to mass spectrometry facilities used them either directly online with an

HPLC system to identifi the peptides of fractionated digests, or as a method of
confirming that a radioactively-tagged photolabeled peptide isolated by HPLC was of the

correct mass (e-g.Branchini et al., 1995; Cho et al., 1997; Rousselot et al., 1997; Shapiro
et al., 1997).
Both the conventional HPLC-baseci methods used for isolating and identifjing
photolabeled peptides, and the method descnid in this thesis, which involves mass
spectrometry alone, have their advantages and disadvantages. The mass spectrometry
method does require very pure samples for ES1 MS, but is more economical with respect
to the amounts of both the target protein and the photolabel required per experiment.
Providing one has access to a high-resolution ES1 mass spectrometer, spectra of both
intact and digested labeled and unlabeled protein can be rapidly acquired, whereas

HPLC-based separations may take several hours to

nui

to completion. Based on the

observations in this thesis, the photoinserîion bond is at least psrbally stable to ES1 MS
conditions. Loss of label has been reported in some HPLC separations (Chavan, 1996),
but these difficdties have largely been solved by optirniring flow rates, and by the use of

immobilized metal affinity chromatography.
The single greatest drawback to mapping a modification in an unfraaionated digest by

mass spectrometry is the arnount of tedous analysis involved in catalogueing and
identimng the many peaks found in the control and labeled protein spectra. This was
particularly the case for CS, which produces a large number of complete and incomplete
tryptic peptides (see Appendix 2). In the ES1 MS results, some higher m/r fragments
(particularly beyond 3000 m/z) proveâ dificult to characterize, as their resolution was
too poor to establish their

charge state. Analysis of C V M S results, which provides

confirmation as to which peaks are r d and which are simply background and thus
decreases the number of peaks to work with, is even more lengthy, as both CE and MS
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data must be exarnined and cross-referenced By contrast, once an HPLC method for

separation of proteolytic peptides is in place, identification of photoincorporation by a
radioactive or fluorescent tag on the photolabel should be relatively maightforward. The
isolated peptide can then be subjected to M e r tests (e.g sequencing, mass analysis) to
determine its identity and the site of photoincorporation.

The cornplexity of the data, and the stringency of sarnple preparabon are reduced
when MALDI MS is used instead of ES1 MS, as multiple charge *tes

are few, and it

was the original intent of this project to run digest samples on a MALDI mass
spectrometer. However, the inatility to identie any photolabeling in both CS and
creatine kinase led to the decision to use ES1 MS instead.

Studying Other Chemical Mod~jkationnsof CS by Mass

In addition to the 2-azidoATP photolabel, rnass spectrometry was applied to the
mapping of four other chemical modifications which target the reactive cysteines of CS,
particularly C206. The alkylation of C206 by TFBA was the fint of these to be
atternpted, as a rnethod of demonstrating that it was possible to identiQ a chemical
modification of the protcin in an unfiactionated CS digest using MALDI MS. As show

in Figure 3 1, the modified peptide appears in the spectra as a peak of mass 110 Da greater
than the unmodified peptide T 19, which contains residws 189-2 17. Thus modification of
C206 is confirmed.
The TFBA alkylation of CS is a known modification, and gives high yields. This
would not necessarily be the case with D m , DPDS, and P-mercaptoethanol
modifications of the enzyme, although DTNB and DPDS are known to react with C206
(Talgoy et al., 1979). The second cysteine residue which reacts with DPDS has never
been identifie4 and it was unknown which cysteines would react, if at dl, with the Pmercaptoethanol .

ES1 TOFMS on TOF III was used to observe the characteristics of the intact modified
CS, while unfiactionated tryptic digests of these sarnples were analyzed by MALDI

TOFMS on TOF IV.

Unfortunately, only the spectra of CS incubated with

B-

mercaptoehnol were able to give clear evidence of sulfidryl group modification. As the
formation of mixed sulfhydryls in CS sarnples incubated with DTNB and DPDS was
demonstrated spectmphotometrically, it is then likely that these modifications were lost
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during the cleanup of samples in preparation for m a s spectrometry. Repeating this
experirnent, wïth imrnediate transfer of fieshly modified samples to the mass
spectrometer could provide better results. Mass spectra of inta* f3-mercaptoethanol
rnodified protein showed the presence of up to two P-mercaptaethanol additions per CS
monomer, based on deconvolution of the monomer charge envelope. Deconvolution of
the dimer envelope indicated only one addition per monomer, but further addwt peaks
rnight have been hidden in the trailing edge of the pak.

The method used to sort through the unfractionated digest data from TOF IV was
viiriually the same as that used on the tryptic digest &ta of photolabeled CS. It showed
two potential modifications of CS peptides by P-mercaptoethanol. One of these is
peptide T19,which contains C206. A second peptide of residues 70 to 104 (unmodified
peptide = T8,mass of 4080.94 Da) also showed P-mercaptoethanol modification. This
latter fragment contains C86, which is partially surface exposai and a possible candidate
for the second cysteine modified by DPDS. As with the photolabeling study, it must be
stressed that these assignments are based on mas alone, and require sequencing in order
to conclusively prove their identity.

In a previous Iimited proteolysis study of CS, it was found that subtilisin initially

cleaved the enzyme into a larger N-terminal fiagrnent or approxirnately 32 000 Da, and a
smaller 13 500 Da C-terminal fiagrnent (Bell et al., 1983). Polypeptides of 7 500 and 24
000 Da appeared later in the digest. Tbeir results indicaîed that trypsin, chymotxypsin,

and thermolysin also produced similar large and small CS fragments, with the smaller of
the two being less stable to furiher proteolysis than that generaîeâ by subtilisin.

Proteolytic enzymes were used at a ratio of 1:200 (w/w, with CS), and digestion was at
room temperature (with the exception of thermolysin, at 60°C). The above observations
mirrored those of limited proteolysis studies of pig hart CS (Wiegand et al., 1979;
Bloxham et al., 1980; Bayer et al., 1981; Bloxharn et al., 1981), and presented an
argument for stnictural similarity between pig heart and E. coli CS.
From the limited proteolyis results presented in this thesis, it would initially seem that
proteolysis of CS is an "al1 or nothing" process, as only a few large proteolytic peptides
were observed during the course of both the conventional and online limited proteolysis
experiments. One, at 46 893 Da appean to be a simple truncation of the CS sequence at

residue 418, and could have arisen if this C-terminal "tail" were in any way fieely
exposed in solution. This tnincated species was observed in the conventional limited

prote01ysis expriment, and virtually disappears after five rninutes of tryptic digestion.

Of the large fragments observed throughout the 10 minute online subtilisin digest of CS,
the largest (37 314 Da) could conceivably correspond to the large N-terminal fragment

observed by Bell et al. Coincidentally, the others (12 21 1, 12 423 Da) are of the same

mass as those found in CS preparations in the absence of specitic prote01ytic enzymes.
The apparent resistance of the native foms of CS to stepwise disintegration as the
digest progresses is not so puzzling in light of observations from previous studies.
Limited proteolysis of CS resuits in the gradua1 inactivation of the enzyme (Bell et al.,
1983; Bloxham et al., 1980; Bayer et al., 198 1; Else et al., 1988). The large proteolytic

fragments, however, are generally isolated only under denaturing conditions, and gel
filtration chromatography of a p h a l subtilisin digest of E. coli CS produccd one large

peak whose fiactions showed decreased enzyme activity, but virtually the same NADH
binding characteristics as the native enzyme (Bell et al., 1983). Thus it is likely that what
appears to be native dimer or hexamer in the tirnecourse spectra presented here are in fact
aggregations of limited proteolysis products which remain inseparable due to the ability
of ES1 MS to preserve noncovalent interactions. There may be then some threshold of
nicks which the subunit assembIy can tolerate before completely disintegrating into small
proteolytic fi-agments.
While the use of rnass spectrometry speeds up the identification of Iimited proteolysis
products, resuits are entirely dependent on the quality of spectra obtained.

This is

especially apparent in the online experiments, where data are k i n g wllected and saved
over very brief intervals. As found with the photoafiinity labeling experiments, mass
spectral data of unfiactionated protein digests can be ovenvhehingly ditiicult to analyze,
particulady for ES1 MS, where the identification of charge States is key to assigning peak
identities.

It was somewhat disappointing that these limited proteolysis experiments could not
clearly document a stepwke pattern of proteolysis for CS, and the effect of ligand
binding and partial denaturation on proteolysis, which might have provided M e r clues
as to this enzyme's structure. Further mass spectrometry experiments conducted under
carefully controlled, denaturing conditions may be successful in this goal. Nonetheless,
online limited proteolysis was shown to greatiy simplify the basic tirnecourse of digestion
experiment. This technique could be of particular use in the preliminary trial and error
optimization of the ratio of protein to digestive enzyme.

Allosteric Activation of CS Studied by Mass Spectrome?ty
Nanospray ionization mass spectrometry was successfùlly w d to demonstrate the
changes in the dimer-hexamer equilibriurn of CS in increasing concentrations of the

ammonium ion, an allosteric activator of the enzyme. Although absolute quantitation of
this effect was not the goal of this experiment, a correlation between the shift fiom dimer
to hexarner and activation of the enzyme as detennuied by the standard assay was found,

aithough it is not entirely Iinear. Repeating the experiment several times under more
rigorous conditions, and finding a more reproducible method of determinhg the areas
under charge envelope peaks of spectra in T o h would allow for a more quantitative

assessrnent of this phenornenon.
While this experiment confirmed results previously reported in the literature
conceming the allosteric activation and subunit associations of CS, it also posed an
entirely new question. Figure 49 appears ro show two charge envelopes for the CS
hexamer in 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate. Although the charge states of b t h putative

envelopes are continous fiom one to the other, and deconvolute to the same single peak
with the mass of the hexame:, an intnguing question arises - are the two charge states an

axtifact of the nanospray process, or do they give a hint that there are two different foms

of the hexarner? The latter is likely, as the binding of both allostenc inhibitors (NADH)
and activators (monovalent cations) has been demonstrated to shift the enzyme fiom
dimer to hexarner, and yet NADH cannot bind to the activated fom of CS, strongly

suggesting that an additional conformational change has Wcen place. While a more
rigorous investigation of this question by nanospray ionization mass spectrometry may

serve to confirm the true existence of two hexamer charge envelopes, it is more likely
that a definitive answer will involve x-ray c r y d structures of CS under a variety of free

and ligand-bound conditions.

Allosteric Site Mutants Y186A and PZOSA
Both DTNB and DPDS modification experiments seem to indicate that the mutation
of Y 186 or PZ05 to alanine have somehow partially blocked the reactive cysteines from
reacting with DTNB and DPDS. One possible theory to explain this is that the changes

in amino acids from the bulicier proline and tyrosine residues to the simplicity of alanine,
which has a single methyl group as a side chain, may have induced some son of
stnictural collapse (a "cave-in") amund C206, thereby lowering but not completely
impeding access to the reactive sulfhydql groups. This could also account for the greatly
reduced NADH inhibition observed for both of these mutants by Ye and Hacking
(unpublished results).
The new cvstal structure of hexameric E. coli CS will allow cysteine 206 and all of
the various mutant CS created over the years to be placed in wntext to each other, and
structural features such as the active site, and domain and intersubunit contacts will be
located. Wiih such a detailed structural map of E. coli CS available, M e r sitedirected
mutagenesis studies will doubtless continue in the search for the allosteric site of this
enzyme.

Concluding Remarks
The work presented in this thesis demonstrates the usage of mass spectromt%y in the

characterization of certain propenïes of E. coli CS, and the mapping of specific chemical
modifications of this enzyme directed at the allostenc site. Several points arising from
these experiments can be made.

in theos: mapping chernical modifications of a protein in unfractionated proteoiytic
digests sounds easier than wnventional HPLC-based methods which typically involve

larger sarnple requirements and radioactively tagged ligands. in practice, the analysis of
unfractionated CS ûyptic digests was tedious and t h e consurning due to the large
arnount of data to be analyzed. The introduction of a second, tandem sepration method
(in this case, CE) did irnprove the confidence of MS peak assignrnents.

The

identification of 2-azidoATP photolabel incorporation was hampered by other factors,
including the potential for several diffèrent label masses, and decreased ion production
due to phosphate groups on the label. If possible, rnapping of chemical modifications in

unfractionated digests is more easily accomplished using MALDI MS (as for the Bmercaptoethanol labeling of CS) than ES1 MS, as fewer multiply charged ions are
produced.
Several of the experiments in this thesis made use of m a s spectrometry to repeat
previously published midies of E. coli CS. Mapping TFBA and P-mercaptoethanol
modifications of CS by mass spectrometxy contiinned that these reagents target C206, and
suggested, via the f3-mercaptoethanol mults, a possible fandidate for the seconci, as yet
unknown reactive cysteine of CS. The hexamerization of the enzyme upon titration with

ammonium ion, and w n c m n t activation of CS activity, was also shown. Limited
proteolysis experiments provided the opportunity to study the limited proteolysis of CS to
greater mass accuracy under nondenaturing conditions and within the first few minutes

of digestion.

Overall, E. coli citrate synthase is a good candidate for mass spectrometnc studies. It
gives excellent spectra, and is robusî enough to s-ve

the rigon of extensive sample

cleanup prior to MS. Moreover, its allosteric nature provides for a number of interesting
structure and function questions which still need answering.

Appendices
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Compilation of al1 complete CS tryptic fragments, and those hgments observed in mass
swctra (MALDI TOF and ES1 TOF) of unhctionated CS digests. Masses given are
theoretical (calculated), and rnonoisotopic.
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